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Preface 

America emerged as cme of the leading econanic and politi

c:e.l giants in the post Second World War ez:e.. It maintained its 

lead in the field of infor:mation as well. Today, the u.s. is 

the world •s most canmunicating nation. It is the largest 

producer, consumer and exporter of information of all kinds. 

It is the most advanced infoJ:mation based society in an 11infor

mation age" and ~erts maximum influence over much of the rest 

of the world. In contrast, the vast number of developing 

countries are still grappling with the problems of development 

and are dependent on the industrialized nations of the North. 

With the growing awareness of global interdependE!lce and 

realization of communication as a national resource vital to 

the development of a nation, the Third World countries have 

begun to protest against the imbalances that exist. Their 

protest crystallized in the passing of a new world information 

order. The necessity to communicate to an evercrowded inter 

connected world has made America realise the need to seek 

multilateral and even global solutions for problens that confront 

the international c::onmunity. 

I have tried to study in the following pages, the emergence 

of the new world information order and how the u.s. response to 

it evolved. I have tried to link up the ideological, eccmomic 
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and political interests or stakes America has in international 

cO!'m\un:lcations with the response it gave to the new order. 

In particular, I have stressed the role of the u ..s. media 

as they are a vital factor in u.s. canmunicat:lon priorities. 

Critical communication problems still confront the world. 

llespi te much debate on the issue of communications over the 

~' last ten years, the crisis is not over. The need for research 

and planning are eVidEilt. The key question is how the united 

States will manage its predaninant share in global communi

cations for it is the very "hub" of a vast international 

communication system. 

This work attenpts no quick answers to so canplex an 

issue. :It is a preliminary effort which X hope to elaborate 

in the course of further research. 

My eas:nest and sincere thanks to my supervisor, Dr. B·K· 

:Shrivastava, Professor, Centre for American and West European 

.studies for his unfailing patience, coopex:ation and guidance 

through all the stages of preparation of this work. l am 

indebted to my friends who have borne patiently with my many 

lectures on the topic and for their keen interest in it. :I 

am also thankful to the staff of the Arner ican .Studies Research 

centre, Hyderabad, Jawabarlal Nehru qn:t. varsity, American 

Centre Libx:axy and the Indian Council of World Affairs Library, 



New Delhi who facilitated the completion of this work. My 

thanks are also due to the UNESCO office for having promptly 

aided my material collection. 

It would be gross injustice were I not to acknowledge 

my gz:atitude to my dear parents whose constant faith., mcou

ragenent and cooperation has been a constant source of ins

piration to me. I am thankful indeed to the state Government 

of Kamataka for giving me financial assistance which enabled 

me to undertake this work. 



Ch~ter I 

E!CRGENCS OF THE NEW WORW INFORMATION ORDER 

Everyone has the right to freedom of ·opinion and 

e:xpression: this right includes freedom to hold 

opinions without interference and to seek, receive 

and imPart infoxmation and ideas through any media 

regardless of frontiers. 

- Article 19 of the UN Declaration 
of Human Rights ( 1948) 

In December 194$, the united Nations General Assembly 

(UNGA) adopted the universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

It incorporated in it, the principle of free flcn'l' of infor

mation which was considered to be absolutely essential by a 

world which had faced the truama of the S~ond World War. 

~xactly thirty years later, in December 1978, the UNGA 

adopted another declaration called the "New World Information 

Order" (NifiO), asking for "a new, more just and effective 

world infonnation and communication order, intended to 

strengthen international peace, understanding and ba:sed on 

free circulation and wider and better balanced dissemination 

of infoxmation".1 While the principle of "free f1Qf 11 was 

still present, the focus had shifted to .. better and balanced 

flaw•. Thus, despite the change ccnceming the dissemination 

1• UNGA Res. 33/115B, 18 December 1978. 
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of information, the new. order still continued to enu>hasize 
I 

the need for free circulation. 

The intervening thirty years has seen changes in the 

world mood regarding comnunication as the shifting erm>hasis 

of the nar order indicates. Many factors were involved in 

this change, including a profound distrust of liberalism 

of the We~tem variety "in a very large segment of Third 
" 

World elites. The post ;Second World war enthusiasm for 

democratic principles, which caused the ideals of a free 

press to be enshrined almost universally, has .. abat$d with 

the emergEilce of the "Third World" and its acquisition of 

"intem~tional class-consciousness". The "free flow of 
II 

infoz:mation felt to be a fundamental democratic principle 

by the West, has come to be challenged by many of these 

countries not because it is unsupportable by itself, · 'b.lt 

because it is seen as masking the reality of a one-way flow 

from the developed countries to the developing -with ill 

effects on the latter • s economic, political and cultural 

independence. 

The end of c:olonialism , most of the Third World spokes

men argue, has not changed the bieraxchical nature of the 

transnational pwer structure. The developed West is still 
-

dominant and newly liberated former colonies, are yet to 

be f x:ee of economic dependence. These disparities extend 
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to information 1field as well. The Third World critics* 

feEd that these disparities, fostered in the colonial period, 

are perpetuated today through elements of transnational 

system. For exanq>le, some of the Western transnational 

news agencies, ·like Reuters and Associated Press built up 

in the colonial era, oont:Ulue to dominate the international 

news flatr and have achieved remarkable penetration into 

the Third world. 

After the ~erqence from their colonial yokes, the 

Third WOJ:~d countries are engaged in an effort to assert 

their new political identities, thereby transforming the 

inter-state relations. Ideological diversities notwith-
' 

standing, the Third World countries are united by their 

comitDn plight of underdevelopment, the demands i 1: generates 

and the conditions it i.Iqposes. They are making their voices 

heard and weight felt in world politics as well as in 

international comnumications. The Third World men'ibership 

in the united Nations has gone up and when they vote en 

bloc, they are a' force to be reckoned with. 

However, these countries are in the "early stages of 

grappling with the political, legal, economic and social 

ramifications of the informati!Zation 'of society" 2 in contrast 

2. G. Russel Pipe, 11National Policies, Intemational 
Debatesi•, Joumal of CCIJ!!!Y!licatjen (Philadelphia) , 
· 29 (Summer 1979), p. 114. 



to the developed, most of whom are in the "information 

age". Realising that the present "information" situation 

is o~rwhelmingly biased in favour of the industrialized 

and developed nations, the concem of the Third World over 

information issue has grown rapidly in recent years. 

11 Informatizationtt of society has J::>ecome "sine qua non 11 

for development. -

-Since the advanced industrialized nations dominate 

in practically all the fields of _ comrm.mications, the less 

developed countries which are engaged in the uphill battle 

for developmm t and change are unable to conpete with the 

former. This has led to _a sense of insecurity in the 

Third World and made 111nterde,pen(ience" something of a myth. 

Particularly, the emergmce of two -Super Powers after the 

.Second World ttar and the resulting rivalry be'bleen. them 

and a tEildency to use other nations as allies or pawns has 

heightened the tmsion. In fact, the "Cold War" bas signi

ficantly affected the course __ of relations between nations. 

The Non-Aligned Movement began as a measUX'e of protection 

of national interests of the ne\<r nations in the struggle 

'b;!tween the two .Super Powers. ate fundamental idea the· 

movemmt stressed was the independence of new nations by 

refusing to be part of the power bloc. Further efforts 

were made to redress' the exist;.ing inequalities_ . and imbalances 

by o:s:ganizmg :SUmmit conferences of Heads of the .state or 
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Government of member natims# elQ;)ressing deep concern over 

the Third World •s undue dependence on the industrialized 

nations. 

The non-aligned countries elq)ressed their concerns 
-

in several forums including various international organi-

zations. From eJr;pressing their desire £or a non-involvement 

in the Cold War in 1961 through a second stage of econ.omic 

self-asse.rtion at u .N. in 1974 to the insistence on cultural 

integrity of the non-aligned &ummit in Sri Lanka in 1976, 

they have utilised international organizations to bring · 

about the desired change in world _opinion. Thus the growth 

in the number of Third World countries and their increasing 

participation through non-aligned movement and various 

international organizations can be considered as .ushering 
? 

in a major change in the intemational system. 

In their desire to end their economic de,pendence, the 

underdeveloped countries of the Third World# called for. a 

"new international economic o.~qer" (NIEO) • They came to 

realize that this NIEO would involve international conununi

cations as well# as communic9tion has become an important 

econanic activity. Infomationjcommunication has long been 

understood as the main factor in animating life. It has 

provided the vital link between individuals, later arnbng . 
societies and thm between nation-states. It was a s'ociologi-
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cal need; from the primitive society to the modern one. 

However, the nature of comnunication and its tools undel.'Went 

changes corresponding to the changes in society from agri.

cultural to industrial. Particularly in societies where 

industrialization had taken place, communication became 

mor(';! vi tal and complex than ever before. TodaY, as many 

of the industrialized nations have entered what has come 

to be called the 11post-industrial113 phase, the central 

focus of economic activity is shifting from the manufac~~ring 

of objects to the hCU1dling of infoxmation and knO\'rledge. 

The povrer of major transnational firms rest as much upon 

their capacities to marshall information and knowledge as 

qpon their traditional role in directly productive activities. 

There is every indication. that sharpest aspect of competi

tion in the future may be based· more on the efficient use 

of specialized knowledge, infoxmation and new technological 

cqpacity for its comrm.mication and use than on more tradi

tional factors. 

Infoz:mation handling capacity already offers indus

trialized countries considerable economic and political 

leverage in North (COIY\Prising mostly of industrialized 

3. This tetm was made popular by Daniel -·Bell __ in his book 
The Coming Of the Post-:tndustr 1§1 Society ( I£>ndon: 
Heiiimann, 1974). His argument stresses the growth 
and importance of the tertiary sector (apart from the 
agricultural and industrial) which is the "information" 
sector. ' 
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advanced ·nations) South (comprising of underdeveloped coun

tries) interaction. Info:r:mation vital to the devel~ping 

COl.Ul tries is frequently concentrated in the capitals of 

the North. 

With information becoming a major economic activity, 

the amount of intemational business that cari accrue from 

exchange of information has come to limelight. The "infol;'

mation issue" gathered momentum as the Third World bega11 to 

comprehend the imbalances that exist in infarma~ion by way 

of access, 0\mership or returns. Negotiators and market 

partie jpants fran developing countries are thereby placed 

at a relative disadvantage. What is kno'\m or can be readily 

found out by firms and governments in industrialized coun

tries about resources, weather, technology, market conditions 

or indeed a}:)out infoJ:mation itself, far exceeds sucb kilow

ledge in developing countries. This can be called the 

economic factor'of the present "infoJ:mation issue"· ra~sed 

by the Third World. 

Another contributing factor has been the cha!)ges in 

communication technology itself. There was a swift and 

spectacular rise in the growth of communication facilities 

in the post Seoond Wor_ld Wa;- era• Along with the "accele~ 

raticm effect" in scimtific fields, where the time gqp · 

between each invention is lessening, comnunication technology 
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made rapid strides fran printing press, radio, T.v. to 

space communications. Tex:med rightly as the "communication 

Revolution" or 11 communication e~losion" 1 the growth of 

communication facilities first occurred predictably in the 

Western nations. Britain played a decisive role in world 

wide oolllllUnica tions netwoxk in the early years of the twen

tieth centuJ:Y • by virtue of its control of the physical 

hardware of oceanic cables ~nd its administ_r~tive and bus:iness 

organi~ation of news and information. As a rE!sult, it could 

hold its Empire together , promote advantages and provide 
' 

security. However 1 the econanic giant of the post war~_-was 

the united States. A rapid e~ansion of American communication 

media began and soon overtook Britain, emerging ~s the leading 

country in communication. This dominant American influEnce 

e~lains why' much of the underlying thxust of criticisms fran 

various quarters are unmistakably directed against it. 

Thus the expansion and reduction of the cost of facili

ties for comnunication ·due to the technological advances 

(the technological factor) has broadened the character and 

pace of global interaction and thereby altered the environ

ment of intemational politics. The question of infoxmation 

access, which was'forrnerly qiite distinct from political 

calculation of the countries who lacked· it, has acquired 

major political importance in the new envn:onment. Increas

ing effort to get a better bargaining positicn in the world 
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market in which information plays a pivotal role has led 

to a serious debate in the Third World on the disequilibria 

that exists in the structures of communication between the 

North and the :South, culminating in the call for a nf:!W and 

~rore 11 just" information order. 

As Western, particularly the American influence, is 

preponderant in this field, various attempts have been made 

to analyse the forces behind it. Though different interpre

tations have been offered according to context$', there 

·nevertheless exists some basic agreement that (a) it 1·s the 

most,advanced information based society {b) it is the world's 

largest producer, consumer and eJ(perter of in£oJ:mation of all 
. I 

kinds and innovating genius in equipment and infoxmotion 

management as well and (c) it is the biggest influence by 

way of style and proiiDtion of English as the lingua franca 

of the world • 

. Since this domination exteAds to other spheres as 

well, many have suggested that there is a link between the -

existing economic order and infonnation ord.er, both perpetuat

ing the inequalities in favour of the advanced nations • 

.Similarly, one can call the new information oi:der a corollary 

to the ne'tT economic orc.ier, both of which would try ~o over

come the imbalances of the earlier system. A most apt 

illustration can be provided by a look at Jan Pronk•s 
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d<?Cument4presented to the united Nations Educational, 

.Scientific and Cultural Organization •s International 

Commission for the Study of Communication Problems. He 

list~d the following reasons for a new system of economi~ 

management ~or a better international society: (a) The 

failure of the present system and creation of ever increasing 

inequalities between arig within societies; (b) The need for 

a really world·wide system as the problems faced like scar

city, polluticm, economic, political and military insecurity 

can be solved neither by individual countries nor by specific 

country groups; (c) Need for a real new world order or 

system of decision-making and not just a ~av- set of policies. 

Thus a new econanic order would be characterized by three 

ba.sic elemEilts : a set of norms and values, a set of policies 

and a set of institutions deteJ:minill.9 the s·tructure of deci

sion making. The same would apply to new information order •. 

The new economic order called for measures to trans

form eco11anic policies, institutions and structures. The 

proponents of the new infol:mation order felt that changes 

are also necessary in intemational social and cultural 

relations as comP,lementary to the economic measures. This 

------
4. Jan Prank, uSc me Remarks on the relation between the 

NetT International Information order and the New 
International Econoinic Order .. , Document_presented 
to International Commission for the Study of Communi
cation Problems (Paris: UNESCO, 1978), P• 3. 
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is evident from the definition of information as an 11econornic 

activity" which has definite political implications. 5 In 

other words camnunication is an economic process by which 

"infoxmation" being_ a scal.'Ce economic good or service, is 

• being produced exchanged or consumed. It also has distin

guishable economic dimensions; investments to produce more 

information, research to improve production and marketing 

teclmiques of information, the market structure for supply 

and demand for information, the cost of information. 

In this way, the economic process of infomation can 

be described by using the same model by which one might 

describe the process of _production. and consumption of oil 

·or textiles. The essential point to note is that communi-

cation is an economic process. Hence one may call it a 

sub-system or a c()rollaey to the concept of NIEO which deals 

with scarcities in economic goods and services in general. 6 . 

It is also clear then_ that the basic value systems and norms 

of NW:IO are similar to that· of _NIEO. -

As in the case of building a new order in economics, 
. 

the need for net-r information order has been felt because 

s. 

6. 

Marc uri Porat- defines information as 11data that have 
·been organized and communicated. The infoJ:mation acti
vity includes all the resources cons~~~ in producing, 
professing and distributing info~ation goods and 
services" in The Int2Pna'tion Economy, R~po:.;t for the 
u.s. Dept. of Com:nerce/Office of Telecornnunications 
(Washington D.C., Govt. Pr-inting Office, 1977), PP·l-3. 

n~ 4, p. 11. 
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the present order is not equitable. As compared to the 

actual needs for information, there is over and Wlder infor

mation. There is a bias towards specific regions. And 

the current order is unsystematically related to inter

national decision making.in other fields. The importance 

of information whether political, economic, social or 

cultural has claimed increasing. a~tention in international 

meetings. The changing information and conummication 

environment is drawing the attention of national governments, 

particularly because the movement of informetion and know

ledge is not restricted by terri to rial boundaries and 

because the media of communication are becoming major 

instrumEilts for promoting development. 

The non-aligned movement played a major role :i,n 

focussing the discontent of the Third v-torld. This started 

largely as an attempt to protect __ the interests of the new 

nations in the context of ·East West struggle._ With the 

thawing of the Cold War however, the emphasis of the movement 

shifted from protecting any encroachment on their freedom 

by the Super Powers to defining common goals and- $trategies 

for development in the Third World and finishing the process 

of decolonisation. Linked by similar historical experiences 

and ideas, these countries have sought avenues for change 

through concerted efforts to redress the imbalances both 

economic and informational. Despite ideological diversities 
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that have developed within the movement, members project 

their varied demands under the banner of the movement giving 

it an institutional fr...amework.7 In-fact, much of the 

movement is n0\'1 directed towards practical coopex:etion to 

prosoote economic development of the Third World and in 

mounting challenges to the richer more power£~1 nations. 

In the area of economicS:) the leaders of non-aligned -

countries have called for redistribution of wealth through 

basic changes in 'the current international economic order, 

which is viewed as a meghanisrn for perpetuating the. inequali

ties. In cultural affairs, they have stressed the importance 

of preserving cultural integrit'_y of the Third tiorld .nations 

while undergoi;ng the developmmtal changes. It is partly 

along these lines that non-aligned countries have become 

involved in communication issues. 

Corresponding to the wave of independence in Africa 
( 

and Asia, the non-aligned meetings over the years have gr~ 

7. 

j 

Peter Willetts, The Non-Aligned ~..ovemmt: Or!Eins of 
a Third World Alliance (Bombay: Popular Prakas an, 
1978).; The movemmt functions through meetings of 
Heads of State or Governments of non-aligned countries, 
otherwise known as .Swnrnits, occuring every three ~ars. 
At the Summits, resolutions and proposals are considered 
anc:l aPPxovals are given for interim activities, such 
as ministerial conferences (of Fo:reign Ministers, 
Infonnation 1<1inisters etc.). Be'b1een· the Summits the 
Coordinating Bureau conducts ·the business of the move
ment. Willetts presents an excellent organizational 
chart of the non-aligned rrovement in Fig. 1.1, P• 40. 
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significantly in membership.8 In the early seventies, the 

ft:equency of meetings increased as a part of an effort to 

fot:mulate a coherent non-aligned pol icy. Among the many 

· issues the non-aligned meetings took up, communic~tion came 

to the fore by september 1973 in the Fourth conference of 

Heads of .State at Algiers. under the . topic I "Preservation 

and Development" the Conference stated that "it is an 
\ 

established fact that the activities ~f imperialism are 

not confined only to the political and economic fields, but 

also cover the cultural and social fields", and stressed 

the need to reaffinn nat101\al cultural identity and ••elimi

nate haxmful consequence of the 9Qlonial era" •9 Articles 

13 and 14 of their "Action P:r:og'ram for Economic cooperation" 

specifically referred to conmunication: promoting a greater 

exchange of ideas among themselves partly through reorgafti-

-zation of existing communication channels and by revising 

the existing multilateral agreements (stressing on collective 

ownership of comnunication satellites in particular) •. They 

further stated that the non-aligned countries should exchange 

and disseminate information concerning their mutual achieve

ments through the mass media of their respective coun-

a. The ,sununit Conferences ha.ve remained broadly based 
but have steadUy increased in size: from 25 members 
1n 1961 to 47 in 1964~ 53 in 1970, 75 in 1973 and 86 
in 1976. J:bid. 1 p. 1'7 • 

g. Tran van Dinh, "Non-Alignment· and CUltural Imperialism" 1 

~~Black Scholar (California), 8 (December 1976), 
p. 42. 
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tries. 10 

Following the Algiers ,Summit of 1973, the non-aligned 

Press pool '\res established by "Tanjug11 , the Yugoslav news 

agEilcy • lihile the impact of this pool on "intemational 

news flow" was minimal, the fact r~ins that "t-rith this, 

the coorCI.ination and implementation structures of the non

aligned movemmt began to function. 

In August 1975, the fifth Conference of foreign . 

ministers of non-aligned countries met in Lima and the 

resolutiqn adopted the;:e gave its suppor:t to the Tanjug 

pool. By March 1976,. the non-aligned symposium on infor- . 

mation in Tunis submitted a ~ort having critically evaluated 

the immense problems faced by the non .. aligned countries, 

especially at the operational level of communication develop

ment. Both the -t;opic and the ti..ming of the report were 

significant. Titled, "The Emancipation of the Mass !-iedia . 
in Non-aligned: Countries", the report st~essed the-need for 

self-reliance by creat.ing regional exchange centres for· . 
journalists and technologies and by providing an qppropriate 

infrastructure for future deyelopment. The timing o~ this. 

symposium was elso significant. as the UNESCO had already 

10. Proceedings of the 'IV- conference of Heads of St:ate of 
Governments of Non-Aligned com1 tries, Articles X'I'II 
and XIV e>f the ttAction Program for E~onornic Cooperation 11

, 

in A.t'l •. Singham and Tran Van Dinh (eds.), Fran Bangdung 
acoJ.ombo {New York: Third Press Reviet\" Book, 1976) I 

pp. 163-165~ 
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begun to show a _keen interest in the global net;s flow 

controversy. .Sine~ the non-aligned countries often met at 

ut\f forums to express their views \oTith the object of gaining 

popular support, the UNESCO involvement became a vital link. 

At the fifth non-aligned Conference of Heads of ,State 

held at Colombo in August 1976, the New Delhi declaration 

of July 1976 and earlier proposals were considered (the 

N~r Delhi Conference had highlighted the info~ation imbalance 

and affirmed the non-aligned co..mtries • commitment to change 

the situation by drafting a constitution of Press agencies 
11 Pool). The Colombo Summit which had 84 Participating 

nations, endorsed the recommendations made at New Delhi 

and other earlier .Summits. It produced 3 major documents: 

11The Action Program for Economic COope+ation", "The Political 

Declaration" and 11 The Econo~ic Declaration". The Political 

declaration stated that "a new international order in the 

fields of information and mass communication is as vital as 

a new economic order", and noted "'ith concern "the vast and 

ever growing gaP bebreen communication ca,pacities in non

aligned ·countries and advanced nations". Further, it felt 

that "the emancipation and development of national media is 

an integral part of the overall struggle for political, 

economic and social independence for a large majority of 

11. For the details -of the Delhi meet see Tran Van Dinh, 
n. 8, p. 43. 
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the peoples of the world_ \'Tho should not be. denied the right 

to inform and be infomed objectively and correctly".12 

Tunisia was given a mandate by the -Summit to take the 

"internat:ional information order" question to the uPcoming 

19th General Conference of the UNESCO in Nairobi, and seek 

the support for sane_ of the positions of the non-aligned 

countries regarding information. 

Responding to the developments of the non-aligned 

movement, and its_expanding "Third World'• meni:>ership, the 

uni~d Nations Education!!l .Sc;ientific and C~tural -Organi

zation (UNESCO), which in the past had defended the "free 

flow of information" replaced it with the concept of 

"balanced flow of infoma:t;ion". _ ~_J;'ior to the_Nairobi 

General Conference, the UNESCO sponso ~d in July 197 6 a 

9 da,y conference in san Jose, Costa Rica _for 21 Latin 

American countries to draw up communication policies for 

that region. The final suggestions of that conference 

closely resembled those of non~aligned summit. 13 In late 

fall of 1976, Amadou M • BoW, Director General of UNESCO, 

accused the intemational agencies of seeking to e!T\Phasize 

the negative side of news f~m developing nations and 

declared that "one of the grea~est forms of inequality in 

12. 

13. 

A.~q. Singham, "The Fifth Summit Conference of the 
Non-aligned l".ovemmt", The Black Schola[. .( Califomia) 
8, {December, 1976), pp. 2-7. 

New York Urnes, 2 August 1976. 
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the contemporax:y world is that involVing information~ .• 14 

The Nairobi conference predictably, supported the non-al igried 

ne\rTS' agencies press pool and directed the UNESCO to aid it. 

However, it was not until January 1977 that the organization 

participated for the first t:ime as an observer at the first 

meeting of Pool Coordination Committee in Caixo. The Cairo 

meeting noted that the number of news agencies had risen to 

more then 40 and stressed the point that pool was not an 

organization set up to declare an all-directional hostility, 

but a working organization which could unite efforts in the 

field of communication. 

With the momentum building, the inter governmental 

Co-ordinating Council of the non-aligned countries asked 

Yugoslav~a to host the first conference of Radio and T.v. 

organizations of non-aligned countries. The conference was 

held at ,sara Jevo. It stressed that. equal access to and 
I 

equitable distribution of technology were prerequisites for 

a balanced flO\'T of infotmation. The details of the plans 

outlined were further elaborated by meetings held at Jakarta. 

and Havana itl 1978. 

Thus the non-aligned movement has taken an increasing 

interest in intemational conmunications. Though.many 

14. ~port on the_j!ni ted States and the Debate on World 
Information Order (New Delhi: American Center, ·1978), 
P• 51. -
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-westerners had dismissed it as more rhetoric than action, 
, 

the movement 't~as able to successfully question the role of 

\-/estern countries in the Third World and initiate investi

gations on 'the global information flow and role of trans-· 

national coxporaticns in intemational communications. It 

was able to highlight the political dimension of the infor

mation process by pointing to the increasing penetration of 
'~YO. 

major western corrmunicati~ agencies like~Associated Press, 
... 

United Press International an~ Agence France ,Press into the 

Third Vlorldr :It viewed this as an attempt to reassert the 

domination by some of t.he former colonial powers._ specifi

cally, the attack was directed against the u.s. as it holds 

the preponderant position in canmunication/information field 

today. 

Though the ending of the colonial impact and pre

vention of neo-colonial e:x;pansion has been an iinportant 

feature of the present controversy, it fo~s only a part 

of the argument. Equally important is the pace of inter-

' national relations which has reduced the international 

community to a- "global villagen. In such a "V-Torld ma.de 

progressively smaller due to the rapidity and ease of the 

modern means of conmunication, the importance of info:r:mation 

"resourcesn has forcefully brought home the need to redress 

the disequilibria that exist. 
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The reasons why the demand for NWIO arose in the 

sevmties and developed so rapidly are not far to s.eek. 

The Third World became acutely conscious of the inequity 

inherent in the access, use and ownership of the means of 

info::mation, which instead of lessen:ing was growing raPidly. 

It manifested in several ways. Firstly, the great avenues 

of exchange of information are owned by a fEM countries. 

The five major na-1s agencies in the world are o't'med either 

publicly or pr:i.vately by four nations: AP and UPI (privc:te) 

by America, Reuters (private) by Britain, AFl? (private) by 

France and Tass (public) by Soviet union. Secondly, o't'mer

ship of long distance telecommunication is also restricted 

to a fe\'t. Major share of this is again hand].ed by American 

companies like AT and_ T, RCA Globcom, ITT Worldcom and some 

British firms like Cable and Wit:eless Limi ted. 15 _Thirdly, 

less than one third of the modern world are producers and 

custodians of the technology and technical kno~rtledge that 

modem society depends u,pon. The concentration of mmership 

of technology and thereby its power in a relatively fet-r ' 

countries makes any of their policies and actions important 

to the receiving countries. It ensures that those nations 

who hold t..'le- pmrer of technology are able to produce the 

lion •s share of useful technological infoxmation. Finally, 

15. 

~{'$~ 
9?, 7~<;N7'i~N6GJ 

M' 
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the concentration of wealth in certain countries makes it 

easier for their people to travel, support the industries 

and enterprises of communication, an~ to produce the equiP

ment which an ef:ficient flow of information requires. All 

these inequities are reflected in the Pattern of info:tmation 

flow between countries. 

Empirically, the example of n~.o1s flow can be taken 

as an indicator of information· imbalance. Tables 1 and 2 

reveal this. 

These figures clearly indicate ~~at the ~rorld flow of 

foreign news deals chiefly with a group of highly developed 

countries which are also dominant in world politics. Further, 

it makes aPparent the fact that news flews l£2!!! the highly 

developed ~. the less developed. It fl0\-1s from Europe and 

North America ·to other countries .and continents, from the 

us and the .soviet union to other countries. 

The conclusion that seems to be inescaPable is that 

the flow of na~s among nations is thin, that it is unbalanced, 

"t-tith heavy coverage of a new highly developed countries 

and light coverage of many less developed ones, and that 

in some cases at least there is distortion of realities. 16 

16. Wilbur Schramm, Mass r.edia and National DeveloPmen~ 
(.S~anford, California:' .Stanford university Press, 
1964} 1 PP• 65-66 e 
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Table 1 1 Proportion of Foreign NEftfs in Representative NewspaPers of 
13 Countries devoted to the other 12 countries during 

a1e month in 1961 

Argentina Australia Brazil Egypt France India Italy JaPan Boland Pak U.K. Ue'&. 

-
6 15 3 6 2 11 43 

13 2 2 32 41 

6 2 14 2 4 2 9 43 

2 30 2 2 2 2 12 34 

2 3 2 12 2 2 21 49 

2 3 10 2 4 11 19 35 

29 24 29 

16 4 12 49 

16 13 2 17 33 

26 3 8 26 

2 2 2 22 3 2 2 2 43 

3 3 3· 2 20 8 3 3 3 2 22 

3 3 22 3 6 6 8 3 17 
.......__ ___ , 

Source: Wilbur .Schramm, Mass Medii ind NationgJ: Dev§ioJ!9!!'l1, p. 60 
Note : A blank indicates less than· 1.5 per cent. 

U.S.S.R. 

12 

12 

18 

15 

20 

15 

13 

23 

13 

'30 

33 

25 



Table 2 : Proportion of Asian News Wires of Five World News Agencies 
Devoted to 13 countries during two days in 1961 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Argentina Australia Brazil Egypt France India Italy Japan Poland Pak U.K. u • .s. U.S •. S.R. 

AP 2 5 5 12 64 6 

uP I 3 2 10 12 64 7 

Reuters 4 2 14 2 2 30 36 8 

AFP 8 2 8 5 3 24 37 10 

TASS 3 3 9 13 65 

" ........ ' . -
source a ent (Stanford, 

60 and 62. 

Note • a blank indicates less than 1-5%. 
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With regard to the flow of persons end personal messages 

into and out of developing countries, it is found to be 

relatively less than for highly developed nations. This 

is not sur.prising as in most cases the mechanisms and 

faCilities of tourism and travel are better developed in 

the advanced countries and well developed systems of commerce 

and industry provide adequate reasons to visit any country 

on business. Sane of the differences are as large as in_ 

the case of India. and the u.s. For example in 1979, Indi~ 

was receiving ~ually about 7,64,781 tourists. 17 America 

on the other hand received 7.2 million visitors. 18 Hotilever, 

there may be sane countries who may dcaspite their economic 

underdevelopment attract tourists or foreign mail. far more 

than others in the same situation like UAR and Marrocco who 

have strong economical or political ties abroad. Yet the 

general pattem is that the well-developed nations heve 

developed wider_ horizons of personal contact. The less 

developed are still in the process of doing, so. 

considering the informational material fl0\'7- bebteen 

countries, the same imbalances are to be found. Infor:mational 

------
17. 

18. 

Governmmt of_lndia, Miilistry of Toul:."ism and Civil . 
Aviation, '}lQg,rist Arrivals in 7ndia: Highligb~1.2.§Q 
(New Delhi: India Tourism Development Corporati~, 1980), 
p. 3.. . 

U.s., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
.statistical Abstract of the united .states: 1980 
(Washington D.c., u • .s. Govt. Printing Office, 1980), 
Figure 8.2, p. 234 and Table 427, p. 252. 
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materi~s can be characterized in ttfo ways: cormnunication 

"hardware" i.e. technological equipment like computers, 

television receivers, parts, transmitters etc., raw materials 

like pulp for making paper, raw film etc. and communication 

"software" like books, films for entertainment, music etc. 

In the case of corrmunication hardware, the flow is certainly 

fxom the developed to the less deVeloped as the technological 
/ f • 

advancements oc<:t.trred there first. 

Consequently, the western nations were able to supply 

infonuation software to the rest of the world. But mere 

ability tO stJPply to the demands of the emerging Third 

World was not enough. l•bst of the westem or· advanced 

nations fe>ll0'1.>1ing the capitalist Path of free enterprises, 

found themselves leaving the infotmation industry to private 

enterprise. As can be expected,_ these businessmen only sell 

at an attractive price. Thus, there is some difficulty in 

the way of supplying them to the less developed nat ions. 

The effect of these imPerfect links betw·een the countries 

is to pexpetuate the already existing imbalances. 

The infoxmational difficulties of the underdeveloped 

countries indicated were developed by Mustapha Masmoudi, the 

Tunisian secretary of State for infoma.tion and permanent19 

19. Musta.Pha Masmoudi, 11N~ World Information order", 
Docunent presented to the UNESCO•s lhtemational 
comrniSs'Ion for the. Study of Conmunication Problems 
(Paris: UNESCO), 1978. 
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delegajre to the UNESCO.- His document titled the "New World 

Information Order" compiled together the various needs of 

the Third World and set forth a series of demands to redress 

them. Xt oul:lined succintly and analysed the problan f rx:>m 

the political, legal, cultural, econanic and technological 

standpoints. Politicaily, the main imbalances were outlined 

in the following manner; quantitative imbalance in news 

flaT between north and south, an inequality in informa.tion 

resources, a lack of infollllation on developing countries due 

to· bias in reporting, furtherance of. the colonial era 

through westem canrrn,_mication industry penetration into 

the Third \iorld and the alienating influence in the econom.ic, 

social and cultural spheres. The document pointed out that 

the disaffecti~ towards western media in general and u •. s. 

media in particular, was part of the overall criticisms of 

the existing infOJlllation situation. All such political. 

shortcomings, according to l>"lasmoudi, are worsened when they 

ax-e not actually justified by inade~ate legal struc_tures. 

Further, the developed countries are enabled to benefit 

from m::mopoly situations and prerogatives due to their 

technological lead and expertise and the tariff systEil\ they 

have instituted for intemational communications. 

The document also emphasized another method of control, 
. ' 

nam~ly the near-monopoly of world publi<?ity. This is weilded 

by th~ great publicity agencies who operate through communi-
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cation transnationals and earn their incanes serving the 

interests of the transnational industrial and co~xcial 
I 

corporations dominating the world business. For example, 

Nasmoudi pointed out that in 1975, 22 of the .25 lax-gest 

advertising agencies of the world were American or closely 

associated with Am~rican investment.20 Hence marketing 

any product like the media product itself was easy for 

America. 

These canplaints form the rationale for a series . 
of demands. The main ones called for: 

(a) th%.'0\'ting off the dominance of transnational cor

porations as vestiges of colonialism and as threats 

to sovereign and cultural integrith; 

{b) establishing independence and equitab::J_e access 

to the global communication resources; 

(c) e:xpansion of assistance programs to spread commu

nication developmEilt; 

(d) promotion of non-aligned press pool; 

(e) imposition of duties, encumberances ·and responsi

bilities upon the media; a mandated right of 

reply when inaccuracies in the media are alleged; 

(f) legitimizing• the limitation of· access to ne"is 

souxces; and 

20. lbide 1 P• 6 • 
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(g) finally, the right to censor or restrict flow 

of information across national borders and es

tablishment of a supranational tribunal to 

monitor media behaviour. 

·Thus, the major issues were, in sum, in the following 

areas: the one-way flat-T of new's and mass culture, monopoly 

in advertising, technology transfer of commupication ha~are 

by Multinational corporations (MNCs) which in turn perpetuate 

dependence on communicatiOn software and the threat to 

national sovereignty through satellite technology. 

The cpestion of ne\'ts fla..r has perhaps gained the 

maximum attention in the controversial debates regard:fng 

the NWIO. As Masmoudi stated, "they (the great mass c;:omm.mi

cation media) cover events only according to the needs of 

the home countries 11 
•
21 The events in devel~~ing countries 

are reported to the world through these media and it is they 

• who "tell" the developing countries about news items '\'lhich 

they have distorted, filtered or cut, imposing their own 

\'lay of seeing_ the world on. the developing nation. In other 

\'lords, the Third World critics are unhappy about world •s 

depender1ce for nev1s on the four west~n wire services (AP, 

UPI, Reuters and AFP). Acoording to them, the flow of news 

21. Ibid. 
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is one way from lqorth to South. While the heads of all four 

news agencies would claim significant differences among their 

services, to representatives of non-western cultures and 

different ideologies, the four westem services often seem 

very much alike, 'ti'Tith similar news ge"t;ting teclm.iques, cri

teria for news and coverage emphasis. The westem wire 

services tell the rest of the world not only what i.s haPpen-

, ing ih the West, but also ih the communist countries, and 

th~ Third tlorld. UPI for instance, is represented in 49 

countries, circulates 6 million words a day and translates 

-, into 43 languages, has 200 bureaus and has more than 6,900 

subscribers. 22 

The Third T;iorld spokesmen are disturbed too, because 

the West relies on these agencies for news aoout the world. 

Third world does not have a chance to. talk about its problems 

by itself. The decisions made by western business and 

government leaders about aid, trade and on military and 

foreign policy issues, based on the news from these agencies 

can have great impact on the developing world. .Since public 

opinion can play an inportant part in these decisions, the 

dependence of the public on the news agencies is equally 

worrisome. 

From a psychological viewpoint, it was also irritating 

22. .Shahsi Tharoor, "The global News Flow Controversy", 
lliU.' 24 (December 1977), p. 32. 
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that the primary news and infoz.mation linlt among the deve

loping nations is in the hands of westerners, representing 

in the case of AFP. and Reuters, nations 't-1hich were until 

rec;:ently, colonial overlords. It is in this light that the 

non-aligned press popl statements stress that Africans speak 

for Africans and Asians for Asians, though their objectivity 

is yet to be established. 

Ironically, there is a historic parallel between the 

current preeminence o; the \'Testern news agencies and_ the 

structures 9£ intemational news .dissemination over 60 years 

ago. Reuters, through the European news cartel it had formei 

with French Havas and Ge:cnan_ ~io~ff agencies, contro~led 

all foreign news sent :Into the u • .s._, __ and all American nEni'S 

to the l-:rorld. Kent Cooper, the Execut;\.ve Director of A .• P. 

who was trying to break up the cartel described the situa

tion thus: 

So Reuters decided what news was be sent from 
America. It told the world about Indians on 
the war path in the W~st, lynchings in the South 
and bizzarre· crimes in the North. The charge 
for deeades was that nothing creditable to 
Ame~ica was ever sent. ( 23) 

He added that 

23. 

Their (Havas• and Reuters) o~ countriesj·rere 
alw·ays glorified. This was done by reporting 
great advances at hane in English. and French 

Kent Cooper, Barriers Down (New York: Farrar and 
Rhinehart, :rnc:-;-19'42), p:-12. 
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civilizations, the bE!lefits of which would, of 
course, be bestowed on the world. Figuratively 
speaking, in the United :States, acoord:big to 
Reuters and Havas, it was not safe to traVel 
on account of the Indians~·. ( 24) 

The Third World spokesmen argue that if you substitute 

the terms "USA" with 11 developing countries" _the complaints 

would aPPear to be speaking most effectively for the develop.:.. 

ing countries in the present era. 

The AP eventually seceded from the cartel, joining 

the never included UPI and 'precipitated the br~k-up of the 

cartel in the 1930s. The present system of four compet:ing 

international news services, stans from AP •s complaints 
I 

earlier. 

Another parallel which Cooper drew was the link between 

the econanic ascet1dancy of England with the control of infor-
,, -

mation .With Reuter at the head of its world news dissemi-
. 

nation, England strove for world trade. It is not difficult 

to see that, holding contrql _of world news communications 

and with the genius of Reuter, it had the_~eans for success': 25 

The advocates of the NWIO draw the same link between the 

existmg economic order and infonnation order. 

Another charge was on the flow of mass culture from 

these countries through their media. As fv"i.Ssmoudi stated 

24. Ibid., p. 43. 

25. Ibid. I p. 12. 
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"• •• publicity advertis:lng, magazines and televisions are 

themselves instruments of cultural domination. They transmit 

tol'rards developing countries, messages which are hannful to 

their cultures, contrary to their own system of values and 

detrimental to their aims and developmental efforts 11 • 

It is in this context that the media question assumed 

prominence and si~ificance in the new order. The Third World 

cone em regarding the media was not merely the "imperia listie" 

nature of the developed natiol}s communications, but the 

continued dependence of the importing cotmtr ies. Masmoud.i 

voiced this feeling when he said : 

.such hegemony and domination are evident in the 
marked indi£ference of the media in the developed 
countries ••• to the pmblems, concerns and aspi
rations of the developing countries. They are· 
founded on financial (through direct investment), 
cultural (through the flmr of media products) and 
teclmological power (communication hardtiare) and 
result in most of the developing countries being 
relegated to the status of mere con~umers of .infor
mation sold as a comrnodi ty like any other. 

The fact cannot therefOre be blinked that the 
present information order, based as it is on a quasi
monopolistic concentration of power to communicate 
in the hands of a few· developed nations, is inca
Pable of meeting the aspirations of the international 
community, which stands in great need of a systa:n 
capable of hastening more satisfactory dialogue, 
conducted in a sp,irit·of mutual respect and dig
nity. ( 26) 

26. Masmoudi, n. 19. 
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The dependence of the Third vlorld in particular on 

the media essentially stems from the fact that most of them 
• 

lack the economic base that would enable then to hcive a · 

private media to serve social needs. Usually,, vast expansion 

of communication was through broadcasting media, often govern

ment initiated and controlled. In the first development 

decade, the 1960s, creation of communication infrastructure 

' for cultural comnunication (cinema, TV and radio stations) 

was accorded importance equal to that of nm,rspaper. :tndeed .. . 

as the limitations upon the print media were reeognized 

due to illetracy and distribution problems, development of 

news media increasingly meant development of broadcast media 

whose pri.rne emphasis is on music; entertainment and culture. 

To the ·less developed, all this was easily made available 

through government production. What· little private sector 

operated had a tendency to import material, for it was an 

economically attractive o~tion, particularly as television 

programmes and films in ~e TJ •. s., could and can be rented 

at a cheaPer cost than the cost of producing them domesti

cally. 27 Thus the question of 11media imperialism" and 

"cultural domination" were increasingly the focus of the 

debates on the N"W':tO. 

27. Jeremy Tunstall, The Media are American (New York: 
Columbia university Press, 1977), pp. 40-44. According 
to Thanas H. Guback, "in the 70s, though American films 
constituted only 5 per cent of the world production, theyP 
occupied 50 per cent of the screen time of the free world, 

'' The National and Intemational Film Industry~' in George 
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The debates on technology .transfer has usually been 

carried out by specialists and_ received less attention in 

intemational organizations. ;Ho\tTever,many questions have 

been raised recently about teclmologies whic11 .. 't..rere transferred 

rather uncritically during the "first development decade"-· 

Do western tecl'n:lologies benefit el~te groups more than the 

Third World masses? Are CaPital intensive technologies 

appropriate in labour rich countries? These and o_ther ques

tio.ns are aPPlied to western media, MNC products and to 

cormnunication ·technologies ranging fr:om radio, film, TV 

to telephone, computers and satellites. 

Transfer of all types of technology has a major 

communication corqponmt. International consultancies and 

managemel)t fees often follow. hardware. Trainirig of Third 

li'orld nations in liest;ern Universities and the L-nportation of 

western methods through patents and royalties al:'e also common 

features. These are all vehicles for communication of 

in format ion. 

The debate on information aspects of technology 

transfer is different from that on other infODnation issues 

- such as mass culture or national sovereignty. In these 

-------
FOotno~27 Cont•d ••• 

Gerbner (ed.), ~ss Media Policies in Changing 
Cultures (Nar York: Jolm Wiley and Sons, 1977), 
p. 21. 
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areas, critics seek to limit flO;TS of information and tend to 

COll\Plain of "dumping" by the West. The criticism regardillg 

technology is that too little technical information is flowing, 

costs should be la1ered, and the flows should be made easier 

and "freer11 fran regulation. Whereas the u.s. government 

favours the 11free flow" of news and cultuJ:al information, the 

u.s. emphasis in technology transfer is upon the rjg'hts of 

corporations to regulate the flow of proprietary information, 

to insist upon ade~ate compensation and to restrict exports 

of teChnology deemed strategic. 28 What is irqportant to note 

here is that the flow of ~essages through the media have 

been seen as contributing to the ·social appetite for more 

technology of all types. This point is proved, if the links 

between the media and l>tiCs are recalled. 

Another allegation against the principle Qf free flow 

is that it is a pretext used by the u.s. to influence other 

countries development and to undermine national sovereignty. 

The narrow interpretation of national sovereignty merely 

refers to the nation state •s right to protect its borders from 

military aggression. The broadest interpretation of it grants 

govemments the right to control not oniy the box:ders of the 

state but the physical, economic, social and information environ

ment within those borders,. The basis for caution over the 

28. Report, n. 14, p. 86. 
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international flow of information is that "social change 

begins with welcomed or uninvited ideas which inevitably 

accompany the. teclmical communications evolution". 29 There

fore, all societies try to channel social change by regulating 

the creation and distribution of information. 

The traditional preoccupation with alleged infringement 

of national sovereignty was rela.ted to international shortt-rave 

broadcasting. 30 Today, the concems are expressed by tbe 

lfest European, canadian and Third world spokesmen over t~ 

capabilities of nel'J' satellite technologies. The u.s. is the 

focus of the attack as it leads the world ip. these areas. 

The main issues raised were the Direct Broadcast by Satellites 

to televisions in otner countries, data about resources 

collected through remote sensing satellites and international 

movement of computer data through satellite channels· These 

are seen as challenging the national sovereignty of receiver 

countries. Hence, the new order alleges that Direct Broadcast 

by Satellites, using of remote sensing satellites for gather

ing infomta tion about resources and transborder computer data 

flows without prior consent of. the receiving country is a 

violation of national sovereignty. 

----
29. Ibid. I p. 96. 

30. For detailed information on international shortwave 
broadcasting issue, see Ibid. 1 section on "International 
Telecommunications Union", pp. 35-43. 
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The critics of the present information order have in 

recent years used the UNESCO as a forum to present their viers 

on the WdiO. The organization from its inception, had promoted 

the free flow of ideas through the mass media as a means for 

better understanding among· peoples and mutual exchange of 

knowledge. This reflected the influEilce of \Jestern p~rers 

in the l.mlESCO that was enhanced by the boycott of the Soviet 

union of the organization till 1954. 

In the early _years, the main emphasis of the UNESCO 

pxogxamme were in building communication infrastructures in 

the developing "rorld. Behind this was the tacit assumption 

that the eJq>osure to mass media would create attitudes, 

favourable to modernization and development. In other words, 

the communicaticn content was given much less emphasis by the 

ol:ganization than the development of communication infrastruc

ture in the 50s and 60s. 

Although it was not until the 1970s that dependence 

u,pon westem models became a major issue, there were inklings 

of what was to come in the 60s. Regional meetings on news 

and information3 l were convened by the UNESCO where problems 

of regional infonnation fl0\>1 came to the fore. However, the 

focus was on the quantity rather than quality of news disserni-

31. The meetings were held at Bangkok in 1960, in Santiago 
1961 and in Paris 1962. Ibid., p. 27. 
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mation •. Further, it was contended that there was no contra

diction between freedom of informat:ion and o::>mmunicat:ion poli

cies 'Which tend to integrate the development of the media with 

the overall planning of nat:ional development. Interpreted, 

this could mean that despite certain common aspects in all 

communication systems, their functions and objectives will 

vary according to the social system and political philosophy 

of a given country and its degree of development. It is because . 
of this_diversity that there~ is ~o much contDDversy about the 

UNESCO's efforts at developing guidelines governing the behaviour 

of nations in the field of communications. 

The debates over the world information order rose to a 

high pitch at the 19th General Conference of UNESCO in 1976 in 

Nairobi. The Conference focussed its attention on the draft 

of the mass media declaration a·iscussed in the earlier con

ferences. Again, as in the previous meetings of the tJNESCO, 

the clause mandating govemmental responsibility "for the 

activities in the international sphere of all mass media under 

their jurisdiction'', stirred up a big contreversy. The propo

nents repeated and intensified the criticisms voiced at the 

earlier meetings of the UNESCO which pointed to imbalance in 

information flOl-1 and to distortion and cultural bias in reporting 

and in cuitural products from the ·west. The opponents of the 

draft concuxred in the vievt that there was an irmbalance in the 

world infonnation flov-r and a need to correct it. But, they were 
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nation. 

Thus, s~ort for tbe basic tenet of •£-J:ee flow .. 

contin~ed to chaJ:acteriz.e most UNESCO statsnents throughout 

the 1960s. By 1970s, however • the situation changed. In 1970, 

the Sixteenth GE!leral Conference of the UNESCO, diJ:eeted the 

UNESCO Secz:etariat to assist member states in formulating 

mass·canmunication policies in such a way as to integrate 

communication in the national development process. The next 

GE!Ileral Conference in 1972 called upon the major communicating 

countries to recognize their international responsibilities 

to prevent mass media fr~ becaning vehicles for .. the dani

nation of worlll public opinion or the source of moral and 

cultural pollution°. Further it warned that the one-way flow 

from only countries with dominant influence over international 

canrmmica.tions might seriously harm the cultural values of 

other countries and called for a code of ethics for conmuDi- · 

cation. 

'l'he first issue which the UNESCO took was of Dixect . I .. -

Broadcasting by Satellites (DBS). _This was a future possi

bility at tbat time, bat it alallDed many countries particul

arly tbe Soviet union and the 'i'bird. World, who feared the 
.. 

massive incursion o~ foreign ideas and ·influence into thEd.r 

countries. The criticism focussed on the u.s. media power and 
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technology (symbolized impressively by the u •. s. lead in CQmmtmi

cat.ion satellites) which would ·harm local ethics aims, cultures 

and media in~itations. Accordingly, in 1971, the UNESCO 

developed draft declaration governing the use of DBS and 

provided that DBS signals must not be transmitted without 

prior ccmsent of receiving cotmtries. At the 17th Gceral 

Conference it was adopted by consensus. 32 

At the 1974 general conference, the theine of •free flow• 

was again discussed. The view was expressed that free flow 

had little meaning for those who lack the means to communicate. 

Xt was felt that before states could participate equally in 

the flow, they would have to be on a •free and equal footing". 

'l'hus, there was a call for practiCal action which would 

strmgthen and expand communication ca,pabil ities and help 

correct imbalances. 'l'he conference also diseu.ssed the first 

draft of th~ media declaration, and mandated a series of 

regional_ inter..govermnental meetings on canmtmication policies. 

'l'he f ir$t two were held - one at San Jose in Costa Rica, and 

the other in Kualalunpur in Malaysia. Both the San Jose and 

Kualalumpur conferences insisted that a free flow of information 

would really exist when all the countries have ~al access to 

all sources of information, and take part on an equal footing 

in the control over and use of international channels of iDfor-

32. Xbid. 
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not prepared to accept what they perceived as an overly 

restrictive order. 

The conference deferred any decision on the mass media 

draft declaration due to a lack of consensus. In_ its place, 

a resolution inviting the Director General to hold further 

consultations with the goal of preparing a final draft of mass 

media declaration which '\'Tould be generally acceptable was 

adopted. 

. The Nairobi Conference also accepted unanimously a 

resolution offered by Tunisia• This resolution gra-r out of 

the 1976 Colombo Conference of Heads of State of the non-aligned 

in which Tunisia was given mandate to present the UNESCO with 

a n~1 informction order. It made specific mention of the 

Non-Aligned New Agencies Pool and called upon the Secretary 

General to give assistance to it• Since Nairobi, efforts 

have continued to develop a satisfactory draft of a mass media 

declaration. 

Another important outgrowth of Nairobi Conference was 

the consti1zu,tion of an International Commission for the .Study 

of CoiDI'mlnicc:tion Px:oblems with ,sean McBride as its President. 

The Commission comprised of 16 members, all eminent in the 

field of communications and representatives of a wide spect:rum 

of ideas. The Canmission was directed to conduct a two-year 

study 11of the totality of communication problems in the modem 
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world•. After sul:mitting an • interim report • in 1978, the 

Camniss ion submitted i~s Final Report to the 21st General . . 

Confexenee of UJ!JESCO in October 1980 in Belgrade. McBride 

concluded that the Canmiss ion should answer: four questions: 

- What is meant by free and balanced flow of infor

mat1on7. 

- What does the •new iafoxmation order • mean and what 
. 

it is its relatiopship to the •new ec:onanic order?• 

- Bow can the "right to canmanicate" be achieved? 

- Bow can objectivity and independence of the media 

be assumed? 

At the 20th General Con£ erence of the UNESCO in 1978, 

the revised draft declaration on the use of media was again 

discussed. After strenous negotiations, the conference succee

ded in producing a revised draft that gained broad sapport 

and was eventually adopted by consensus. 33 At the same 

conference, three resolutions were adopted which xecognized 
' 

the aspirations of the developb)g nations to seek • a more 

just ·and eff~ive world information ord~". .Subsequently, 

in the UN General Assembly recognition was accorded in the 

passing of a "new world information order" in December of 

------
The Declaration of Fundamental Principles cancerning the 
cont.ribution of the ~ss Media to strengthening peace 
and international understanding, the promotion of l.luman 
Rights and the countering Racialism,· Apa~heid and 
incitement to war, QNE§CO!§ Mass M§gia Declaration 
adopted on 22 November 1978, by UNESCO Conference. 
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the same year. 

The new order thua GOU9ht to establish relat10!la of 
' . 

equality in the canmunication field between developed a~d 

developing nations and aimed at greater justice and greater 

balance. However, far from questioning the principle of 

freedan of infozmation, it pJ:Oposed to EDsure that this 

principle is ~lied fairly and equitably to all nations and 

not only to the more developed among them. 

The debate is by no means over yet. The subniss ion of 

the McBride Commission Report to the 21st General Conference 

at Belgrade in 1990 bas provided some concrete proposals for 

redxessal of the 'third World infomation problems. 'l'he 

Conference which tabled the Report for consideration reiterated 

SQPport for "freedan of the press and infoxmation" but also 

suggested measures acknowledging the principle of media control. 

Xt clearly suggested that the UNESCO. bas a legitimate role in 

setting press standards. Not suz:prisingly, it was not agreed 

to by the countries supporting £ ree flow and. free media • 



ChaPter n 

THE US . ROLE IN ·wORLD WIDE MASa COMMUNICATIONS 

As the Second aorld War was nearing its end, it was 

evident that the United States would energe fxom the war as 

a daniDant econanic· . and political power. In the years follow

ing the war the eccmomy and media of the -western Europe were 

slowly t:ebuilt and· many . of the colonies of Europe became 

independent. Xn the new international system that emerged, 

the u • .s. bec~e a major source of influence. However, the 

~pearance o£ the SOViet Union as a rival was the most impor

tant factor which conditioned its foreign policy in the post 

war period. 

:tn the quarter century. after the Second World wax-, 

the U.s. was able to e%,Partd its trading c~acity to the maximum 

and retain its position as an economic giant. America •s 

success was partly due to the great flow of its media goods 

to the rest of the wOt'ld. American publishers, press agEncies, 

nss services, film makers and broadcasters offered their 

products on an UD.Precedented scale to a largely J:SC:.eptive 

world e:xcept to the Soviet union and Bastern Euxope. Neither 

did America have any significant competitors (bar.r~g Britain) 

in the intemational media mal.'ket. The wide reception iD its 
' 

media products and the phenomenal increase in its audience 

seemed to create an empathy among nations for the systan of 
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values espoused by America gen«ally. Per~s the words of 

Hesu.y Luce in a ~ edit~ial as early as 1941 were prophetk:, 

urging the Americans to • acc:ept wholeheartedly oar duty and · 

opportunity as the most powerful al'ld vital natim in the world 

and in C<JDaequence to exert QPCil the world the full impact Of 

oar influmce for such puzposes as we see fit and by such 

means as we see fit".l 

Xt was appropriate too_ that the loanil'lg •American Cm

tury• should ba.w beaa aDDOUbced by the ccmtroller of ODe of 

the most powerful CCIIIIDUilicatial _corqplexes iQ. th~ tali ted· :States. 

As the Director of ~tt;fe-i'im..Jl chain, Luce understood earlier 

than others that the fusicn of eccmanic stnngtb and infonnatim 

ccntrol was the new quintessence of domestic and int:ernatiCilal 

power. But the recogniticm t.bat eccmaaic power cOQPled with 

infomaticn ccmtrol cOUld fu~er the creaticn. of an American 

CEiltw:'y ceane slowly. America •s ecanaaic power as an instrwnED.t 

of intematicnal 1nfluEDCe caJDe first. cannunicatielft possibili

ties were ePPr~iated latt!er• 'l'oday, h9ttever, med:la products 

are ~o~ ·the biggest exports of Amer ica• 'l'he sale of Boeing 

Aircraft to China, wheat to Russia, multinatiCilal corporaticm 

prodacts etc. were pranment SJ!RbOls of trade: to these were 

added news services, magazines, films and. 'l'V programmes. As 

the American media QPanded globally, they were able to prcnote 

------- ' 

1• Ouotea 1n Herbert :I. Schiller, &ss C!!!!!!micatians an~ 
American B!gpi£1 (New Yorks Augustus M. Kelley, 1969), 
p. 1· 
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the sales of various products i:brough a variei:y Of marketing 

tecmiques primarily t.brOttgh advertising. Despite being the 

largesi: supplier of meclia goods i:o the rest of the world, 

Amed.ca uses ver:y few foreign media products itself. _ :lrlter

nai:iCJnal news for Snstanc:e is given large:J.y by Associated 

Press ed T1Di ted Press lllternatia"lal (AP and UPI) , two of 

the world •s maj~r wireless agencies owned by American mi:er

prises. American . TV system is perhaps the most closeCl to 

foreign progralllllling (excepting China). 2 

Xi: is not surprising i:herefore th~t the American dani

nance of the flow of 1D foJll\at iCil/Ccmmutl icatiCD has cane under 

severe attack. Critics fran the Third world, Bastem bloc and 

sane western allies like CaPada, are prOfO\Uldly uneasy at the 

overwhelming influcce of the American media. The Third world 

spokesme argue that it is in fact a •ODe-way-flow" rather 

than •a free flc:.11 of goods and that this dominance 1D the 

1nfo1Rlaticm systen is a corollary to the Americ:lall dQI\inance 

of the world econanic system. Xt is imPortant therefore to 

analyse the u.:s. role in world comnmicaticms as it would 

provide a ._.ntage point to understand the u.s. respa1se to 

the risiDg demand for a new iDfarmati<m order. 

2. TaPiO variS,- 11Global Traff:lc ill Televisial11
, JQUillJ~ 

~ caugnicatim (Philadelphia), 24 (Winter 1978) 
Table 1, p. 104. 
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Why the us respcmds to . the danaUd for a new infos:maticm 

ard~ the WIJ.f it does? One can easily idc;Dtify three reasons 

for its respcmse: ( i) ideological, ( 1i) econanic: and (iii) 

political. 

'l'be twEiltiet:h Cell tary bas witnessed major advances in 

sciEDce and tecmology which hils led to·cbanges m canmunication 

·eav:lrCiliDEilt. In the present times, information plays a para

mount role in intemational relations both as a means of 

communication betwem peoples and as an instrument of knowledge 

and UDderstandmg (from the developed to the less developed) 

between nat1aas. Moreover, tbe role of 1nfoz:mat1on is all 

the more crucial to present internatiCIIlal politics because 

the international cORmuni ty now possesses, as a nsul t of the 

conmUDicat1on revolution, sophistiCated and mpid means of 

cCIIl'IBunication which make it possible to transmit information 

almost instantaneously to differel'lt parts of the world. Most 

of routine activities fz:an flight reservaticas across borders 

to canplex business data flow are assisted by and through 

private inter or intra caqpany comnunication networks which 

are global in character. Bmce it is often said that we live 

in a •global society•. 3 Information reception and transmis~iCD 

are equally cr itieal to govemment activities as well. A large 

3. The "global village• concept was made popular by Marshall 
McLuban a noted communication and media scholar in 
thd@rstandpg Media (Lemclon: ,;sphere Books, 1964). 
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number of govemment fUDctions from national security, weather 

forecasts, law el2foreemmts or disaster relief are becaning 

increasingly dependent on canputer and telecanmunication 

tecbnology.4 

'thus, it is clear that the flow of information across 

the borders without ~ny barriers is an ideal to follow and 

strive for. 'fhe l.tli ted atates has been its eb:le£ Q;poneot 

and its pioneering efforts to pranote this philosophy of free 

flow bad resulted in the inc::_orporation of th• _pr:inci,ple in the 

w declaration of· Human Rights in 1948• 'the ratic:male behind 

this pr:lnciple can be traced from the time of 'J.'hanas Jeffcson 

who said in 1804& 

NO exper:Jmeot can 1;K! more interest:lng than that we ar• now trySag, and which we trust will ead in es
tablishing the fact, that m-. me.v be gowrned 'by 
reasca ena truth. Our first object shoald therefore 
be, to leave open to him all the avenues of truth. 
'l'be most effectual bi therto found is the freadan 
of tbe:·Press. It is therefore the first shut QP 
L.sii} by those who fear the invest igatioDS of their 
actions. ( 5) 

The first amendment to the Amer:l.can cc:mstitution carriea 

this philosophy fur~er by guaranteeing the freedom of t:be 

-------
4. WillialJ. B.. Pierce and Nicolas Jequier ,. a'l'eleccmmunicat

ions and Development•, The American Rm!!! (N fM Delhi) " 
24 (Aut1Dft, 1979) • pp. 23-27. Tlie art le provides 
excellent discussion on how telecanmun.ieaticlls aid 
developmEDt. · 

s. Thomas Jefferson to _John Tiler, 28 June 1804 in Leonara 
W. Ltr/Y (ed.)" Freecian Of th§ Press Fran Zenger to 
Jef£erscm: Barly Al!lericm LiberatarianTheorie§. 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-MerrUl and co., 1966), pp. 361-62. 
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press. The American media are built QPon this first amendment, . 
following the British tradition of using the press as an 

indePE!Ddent watchdog and check QPCil the government. This 

bas historically been interpreted to mean that camnmications 

should be a largely noQ.-govermnental activity in the trilited. 

,.States. The American tradition is thus linked to three basic 

freedoms: of worship, enterprise and speech. •Free fSpeec::b" 

in the u.s. became "free flow" internationally. President ·· 

Barry .s_. Truman •s sPeech in March __ 1947, at Baylar university, 

Texas, made clear that the~ America •s global :r:ole was linked 

with these freedans. Noting that the tbited .States was the 

giant o1; the post war eeonanic world# he said that "• •• tbe 

future patterns of ecGtomic relations d~ends upon U.s. 'l'be 

worloCI :La watcbirlg to see what we shall do. The choice is ours". 

He then went on to declare that "thce is one thing that 

America~ value even mor:e than peace: l:t is freedom: freedom 

of worship, speech and enterpris••· He also called for a 

pattern of international trade which would be cCDducive to 

freed.cm of enteq>rise" ••• one in which major decisions are not 

made by govemments but by private blW&rS under conditiCilS Of 

caqpet ition•. 6 

How communications c011l.d help th~ attaibmcmt of these 

objectives, the PresideDt did not sp~:l.fy. But :l.n retrospect, 

-----
6. ach:l.ller, n. 1, p. 6. 
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it is quiize a~>parent tbat it was hoped that cCIIliDunications. 

PBX't:l.cularly international communications would play a role 

conducive to free enterprise. lD fac;:t tbe doctrine af free 

flow af infot.mation should be viewed not as just the doctrine 

of free press, but extension of older Vestern doctrines of 

•·free trade• and •freedcm of the seas• ._ The propogation of. 

these freed ems gave the west and America 1~ particular, sub

sequct dcminance. ·xn effect then, Amer:l.can philosophical 

camnitment to these •freedans• gave it enormous commercial 

advantages. With legal s"nction ot the U.N. for the principle 

af free flow, the u.s. could and did 82Pand its foreign markets,. 

reinforcing its position of leadership in the ecODCIIllic world. 

The PJ:Cnotion of the f rea flow philosophy was given a 

heightened eqphasis in the period immediately after the war. 

Xt was an especially propitious t:lme to extol the virtues of 

unrestricted ibformation aui resource movements~~ The conse

quence of Nazi occupation had traumatized Europe and a good 

part of the rest of the world. Freedom of imo~tion was a 

legit:bnate aspiration of occupied nations and peoples. Free 

iDfoxmation flows could not oDly be contrasted with the fascist 

'mode af operaticms, but ~ce asseciated with the hope for peace 

bY -war-weary peoples everywhere. 

'J.'he u .-a. advocates of easy movement of information 

caPitaliZed heavily on this ~revalling climate of opinion by 

ensuring that international oxganizations like the U.N. and 
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one of its organs the t7n1ted Nations Educational, Scimtific 

alld Cultural Organization (tliEaCO), would put great emphasis 

on the free flow issue. 7 This was comparatively easy as the 

West European members also shared. the value of "freedans". 

Besides, they were facing econanic crises and depmdent on 

American assistance. 'the LatiD America.n member states had 

no c_&Paci ty to withstand North American pressure.__ The ~ew 

Middle Eastern, Asian o~ Afr:lcan_countries then particjpat:lDg 

in the tJ.N ., with a few exceptions, were still subject to 

the Western EII\Pire • s in real tezms. In sum, the UN in the 

years immed:iately after the war, with the exc:ept_ion of Russia 

and the Baster:n bloc, usually adopted the American proposals 

by an automatic majority. In this atmQsphere the u .N • s 

endorsement of the free flow was not surprising. 

From the begilming tbe tNE:SCO praninently espoused the 

free flew of infoxmation as its C:Cilstitution testified, With 

the u.s. delegatiCD taking the initiative. A free flow of 

information section was created in the Mass CCillllunication 

division of the UNESCO. 

Efforts to gain wide international suppcrt ·for the 

free flow in the ' following two decades after 1948 by the u.s. 
0 

-----
7. tm Decl~~,t.tion of BUlDall Rights, 1948, Article 19 and 

the_ Cczst:t. tution of UIBSCO, Article 1, :liecticz 2 • 
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was inconclusive to sQne extent. N onetbeless, 1 t succeeded 

in getting the world organization camnitted to the doctrine 

of free flow. 8 

\ 

Dle econanic aspects of the free flow pol:tcy was the 

pranotion of the media. New earmunication technology - compu

ters, communication satellites, '1'V etc. combined with a 

powerful and elPUldiu.l corporate business systan, assisted 

the push of the u.s. into the center of the world economy. 

American media products and its 1Dfomaticaal networks blanketed 

the world. 

But these econanic aspects, though no secret 1 were 

overshadowed by the remarkable political ccunpaign organized 

by the big pJ:ess associations and publishers 1 9 with the s\lPI)ort 

of the indUstry in general to elevate the issue af free flow 

of infomation to the highest level of naticcal and internatimal 

principle. This rallied the public opinion to the support af 

a camnexcial goal expressed as an ethical imperative. .Simul

taneously, it provided the u.s. with a highly effective ideologi-

a. 

9. 

For the chronology of the issue of free flow in . the 
tnternatiCDal. organization see Herbert :t. $chiller 1 

•Free Flow of :tnfomati9n - FQr Wban'l" in\ George 
Gedmer (ea.) I Maas Media Policies ·m Chanamg 
CultQFU (New York: JohD Wiley and .Sons, 1977) 1 

pp. 109-112. .See also Appmdix I. 

:tbid.l p. 109. 
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cal weapon against the SOViet union 1n the Cold war.10 

The fUI'lC!amental premise of free enterprise •access to 

capital governs aecess to message dissemination" was unecc:EP

table to societies whic::b had eliminated private ownership of 

property. Therefore, the free flow issue gave the American 

policy mamagers a powerful cul,tural argument to combat an 

alternate form of social organization. .Secretary of State } 

John Fc)ster Dulles• statEment that •if I _were to be granted 

one point of foreign policy and no other, x would make it 

the free flow of _infoDnation, • 11 very well illustrates this 

point. To prcmote the doetriDe of free flow was of primaz:y 

interest to the u.s. in the context of the Cold war. 

Thus, the early years after the war saw the free flow 

of Amer:lcan goods ini:o different parts of the globe./ But by 

the seYenties, the situatic:m had changed. BlrPansion of 

internatical C(iiiJJDQD:JCatiCJDs cll14 not seem to 11\aDY as having 

ilqproved intemational \U'ldet'stancUng. Amer:k:a •s t:rad:l.tional 

adversaries, the Bastern bl90, the 'third world aPd some 

Western allies like canada joined in questim:lng: ( 1) the 

10. u.s., Bouse of Representatives, 90th congress, -x session, 
Sub-committee of International Organizations and Move
ments, of the Camnittee on Foreign Affairs, Hecu:"ings 
on, Modern ccmmuniaatia'l and FOreign Policx (Washington 
D.c. :-Government Printing Off ice, 1967). It 81phasized 
the ue of free flow af conmunications as an ideologi
cal weapon in· the Cold liar. 

11. Quoted in Schiller, n. a, P• 110. 
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threat to national sovereignty imPlied by the u.s. preeminEDce 

in computers, remote sensing and c:cmmunication technology; 

(ii) the "cultural imperialism" reflected in the u.:s. e:gports 

of publications, films and. TV programmes alld (iii) the 0 bias" 

of American news agency coverage of foreign affairs, particu

larly of the developing world. 

In order to understand the intensity of _feelmg in the 

'l'hird World against the us danination of the current infomation 

order, one must understand all dimensiQns of the conmercial 

nature of US media. No other major coUDtr;y in the world has 

a cCII.U'ftunic:ation system so ded:lcateci to private ownership and 

to the profit motive as the UDited .States. very few countries 

share the Anglo-American tradition of free press. :tn most 

co\mtries of the world (including sene Western countries), 

telecOlmlunications indu&Jtries and broadcasting facilities are 

in public hands. Xn several West Buropean countries, th~ 

press receive& direct goverliDEDt subsidies. 12 In America, 

the resources allocated to. public: broadcastiDJ are a small 

fraction of those given oyer ·to conmercial broadcasting. 13 

The only major subsidies to tbe private media are indirect, 

such as preferential. rates for publications and broadcaster • s 

12. Jereuy Tunstall, "The American Itole in World Wide 
Communicaticms0 

I n. a, p. 6. 

13. .see "Politics Of Public 'l'V", £olumbia Joqrna&ism Revi!lf 
(J\llyjAugust 1972) I p. 13. 
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use of scarce public airwaves without charge (although under 

government regulation) • This pattern has encouraged raPid 

early grQ-ttb of new media in the united atates. 

Within this encouraging environment, _the AJnerican media 

sought revenue fJ:Cmi the market unl:Jke European and other media, 

who relied on direct goverment subsidy or subsidy fran a 

political party• .. Free enteJ3?rise11 media at the American 

national level lee( to limited canpetition, the surviving 

national fixms entered the world arena with an aggressive 

marketmg orientation, combined quite often with cartel 

behaviour. :tn sum, in the u.s., decisiCils regarding what to 

conmunlcate (and what to ignore) and how to COI'DJDUllicate are 

made on the basis of commercial criteria. 

RaPid American media expansion in the early stages was 

aecatq)anied by technological adVancements end innovations. 

'Once innovated, the technology was quickly standardized. 

ccmnerc::ial, legal and political battles were fought cm patents, 

law suits, industz:y sQPported legislation etc. These inno

vations were then sold to othel:' countries. 

'l'he American marketing orientation saw the mEad.ia audience 

as the bas is of media entetpr ise. The media products and 

marketiJJ1 techniques accordmgly were aimed at caPturing a 

laxge slice of the total available audience. The American 

audience which did not until recently include blacks or poor 
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whites as they lacked revenue prospects. is conprised partly 

of emigrants and hence the cCiltents of the media had to be 

stabdardized. Each medium detteloped a characteristic one. 

Fer example. magazines focussed on stories· and features, 

records and radio on popular tunes, films on the fictional 

dmma, television in due course focussed various kinds of 

serial drt~JDa and ad~tatiqns of the standard contents of the 

other media. They projected a bland ideology of various 

cultures according to the local requisites and projected the 

same quality of "tr:~snaticmalism0 when e:xported abroad. In 

other wcrds, there appeared a new type of •canmunicator 11 • 

Whether joumalists, producer or director, be differed fxom 

the earlier Eu~an models in tbat. he saw h:lmself primarUy 

as a value-neutral •professicmal", stressing tecmieal and 

presentation skills; typical European leyalities to political 

party and artistic reference groups were downgraded.l4 · The 

•pz:ofessicmal" orientation bas been :ln flaential among the mass 

conm.unicators of the world; this ensures that even in a cOtllltry 

where few American media products are imported, ec:m.nunicators 

especially in a major national media look i:ottard New Yo:dt · · 

or LosAngles_ (or Lcadcm) for leadership and ideas. Thus the 

Amer~an media or "mass communicators", differed from the 

early European models. PerhaPs the "mass .. quality is one of 

14. 'l'Unst.all, n•t.&, P• 7 • 
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the most striking aspect of these canmunication c:anplexes. 

The earlier connotations of med:la camnunicaticns were pri

marUy through prillt media, institutionalised by the "Pressn ~ 

"Journalism" was the key woJ:d for the operations ·of the media. 

The Printed media infomed and enlightened the public, inter

preted events and issues, challenged capricious authority, 

entertained the populace, and even, to a limited degree brought 

te>gether the buyers and sellers of goods and services. However, 

the introduction and expansion of electronic media bas changed 

the tmditional meaning. · The all pervasive modern camnuni

cations canplex can hardly fall within the traditional means 

of journalism. Advertis:I.Dg bas become an important adjunct 

of the marketmg systEI'll. It has becane the mainstay of many 

CQIIDunication industries with the fil'lane:lal sQPport it gives. 

Further, media are used extensively to nurt\lre public relations 

between buyers and sellers. 'lbese manipulative intmts of a 

seller who uses the medium can scarcely fit jn the original 

conception of media functiens. Today, cme may more correctly 
I 

speak of •mass cammmieatiOl'l~ or the •mass media11 than of 

• joumalism• when referring to media Other than news papers 

or magazines. 15 

It can be argued that, in a sense, any eommunioa,tion uses 

sane medium or channel for txanamission. But in mass camtuni-

-------
15. A. Footenilles, ~Mass Media 1n the Unitea·.stat@§ 

(Paris : Dunod, 1967), PP• 6-7 • 
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cations, a whole institution becanes a mes~ge carrier carry

ing its mess~es to millions of people at various Places 

simultaneously. But it does not mecm that mass ccmnunications 

are for everyone; the media select their audimces for the 

txansmiss ion of a particular message and the audiences to a 

lesser extent are able to select among and within the media 

according to their t:astes. Among the international audience, 

however, selection is a one way process as the media can select 

and create audiences while the audiences camot really choose 

the particular items of interest they may wish to know about. 

As these media were able to reach vast audiences, thert 

are able to influmce tbe social,_ econanic and political order 

of the places they operate. As many scholars have observed, 
-

the mess media bave becane •our new languages" ill which people 
' 

camnunieate with each other tbrQ19h the medta~16 

Jn tracing the pattern of diffusion of American media 

mfluenc:e an ~rtant fact m~t be noted. In the early stages 

of the development of the media in the us, the American market 

for each new medium exceeded the market in the rest of the 

world. From 1850 to 1880 and probably lcmger, more than half 

the world • s daily newspapers sale was in the u •. 3. ln the 

early 1920s, the u.s. had more than half the world •s radios, 

16. Edunmd CarpEnter, "Our New Languages, the Mass Media", 
in Fontenilles, n. 15, pp. 11-16 
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in 1930 the U.;S. still had 43 per cent and now has 13 per 

est of the world's radio sets.17 In 1954 only 16.8 per CEilt 

of the world • s 'lV sets were not in the u •. s. 18 By the 60s, 

the growth of the media in American market reached a higher 

peak. 

The table on page 60 shows the trend of this growth 

of the media in lhited 3tates in 1968.19 

By the 70s American mecU.a daninance became marked in 

foreign markets as well. As was natural, other nations ·looked 

to the u.s. for leaderslliP in every aspect of the media. The 

leadership bas in rec::Eilt decades been assisted by the fact 

that media interests are not only eon£ ined to being sellers 

of infomation but have diversified into various communication 

industries. The diversificatiOil of investments by the media 

owners into new chamels of comm~ication bas created laz:ge 

multi-media conglauerates. 20 In effect, the continuing 

importance of all the major American media in the world is 

due to the one medium reinforcing another_. :ror example, 

17. 

18. 

-
20. 

. Tunstall, n. 8, P• s. 
J:bid. 

WUliam L. Rivers ami Wilbur :Schramm, 11 '1'be Impact of. 
Mass Canmunications" in Robert __ Atw&n, Barry. Orton and 
William Vestexmann (8ds.), American Mass Media; Xndus.
tries...sand :tssue§. (New Yorks Randan House, 1978) 1 p. 11· 

B.ita Craise o 'BriEl'l, "Mass Media OWnership• Doc~ent · 
present;ed to the In~national Camnission for ·te ~tudy 
of communication Problans (Paris: WESCO, 1978) • p. 8. 
Also see T;Yges of India (Nat Delhi) 1 2 Ma,y 1977 • 
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Mass Communication Media in the· 'Onited .States ( 1968} 

Number of tJh.i ts Circulation and 
Audiences 

Books 1,600 publishers of one 
or more titles annually 
87 publish 60% of books 

2,9600 'titles, 
933 million. 
copies per year 

Daily 
Newsp~ers 

Magazines 

Television 

Radio 

Films 

1,754 dailies 
62 million 
copies a·dqy 

2,630 publishing 49 magazines 
houses have 1 million 

circulation 
each 

6 i? canmerc ial 
stations, 156 edu
cational; 3 large 
networks 

4,100 AM stations; 
1,600 FM; 4 large 
networks 

55 million 
receiving sets, 
10 million ' 
colour receiv
ing sets. 

)1ore than 250 
million recei v
ing sets. 

6 large studios; Weekly atten-
nurnerous independent dance about 
prOducers; 16,000 59 million 
threatres. 

Financial 
support 

By sales esti
mated about 
1.5 billion 
annually 

70% from 
advert ising, 
30% fran cir
culation, total 
ad income about 
4.5 billion 

Advert ising and 
circulation in 
varying propor
tions, total 

il:icome over 
1.6 billion 

Advertis~nq 
mostly (Time 
sales) , total 
income 2 
billion 

Advert ising time 
sales; total 
income o.a 

billion 

Attendance and 
small local ad- . 
vert ising income 
estimated 1·5 

billion 

.source : William L. Rivers and Wilbur .Schramm, "The Impact of Mass 
Camnunications" in Robert Atwa.n, Barry Orton and William 
Vestemann ( eds.) , AmE!£ ican Mass Med3;a: Industries and 
Issues (New York: Random House, 1978), p. 11. 

. . 
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leadershiP in electronic media is sQP.portea by American aani

n(flce in the clistribution of world news ancl its still e~d

ing share of the world •s advertising. 21 

'l'he entry of America into the "post-industrial" phase 

'by becQD:ing an "infomation society" has enhanced the role of 

the media. As Zbigniew Brezezinski wrote: 

The post industrial society is becaning "techne
tronic": a society that is shaped culturally, 
ps:ycholog ically, socially and economically by the 
impact of· technology and electronics • • • part !cu
larly in the area of CGmPuters and connunications. 
The industrial pz:ocess is no 19nger the principal 
determ:l.nant of social change, altering the mores, 
the social structure, and the values of society. (22) 

Futurist Alvin Toffler23 contended that the prOducts of 

communication revolution like home Video and audio recorders 

will bring about more diversity t:e.ther than homogeniety. 

The term •post-industrial• society was used to denote the 

fact there was increased specialisation and growth of ~ so 

called service sector of economy. It meant that there is a 

r;apid shift of the work eorce away from the manufacturing sector 

toward the service sector. There are two ways of looking at an 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Herbert I. SChiller, •canmunicatic:.m Accompanies C~ital 
Flows'* DOC\DE!I'lt presented to the Internatic:.mal. Coaanission 
for the Study Of Camnunication Problems (Paris: WE-SCO, 
1978). It describes fully tbe role of American advertis
ing agencies. 

Zbign:Lew Brezezinski, Between TWo Aaes: America •s Role..Jrn 
Tec;hnetrCllic Era (Ne.w York: Viking Press, ].970), p. 9. 

Al v.in Toffl er, zutY&:e Shes!£ (New York: Pen~uin , 197 3) • 
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economy; through the classification of labour force involved 

and through the primary, secondary and tert iaey sectors 

involved. AccordiD;J to the conventional classification, 

labour is tripartite - agriculture, industry and services. 

In America, however, there bas aPpeared, accorcl:lng to scholars, 

a fourth sector; that of infoxmation.24 ·The statistics indicate 

that in the first stage ( 1860-1906) the single largest grou,p 

of workers were in the agricultural sector. In the second 

stage ( 1906-1954) industrial workforce was pxedaninant. . In 

the third stage 0.954 - present) the workforce is predaninantly 

centered in service sector arr:l significantly in the infomtation 

sector. Fran a low of 5 per cent of the workforce in 1860, 

the information workforce bas grown to about 47 per cent. 

By late 60s, this group earned over 53 per cmt of all enployee 

canpensation, and by 70s close to half the workforce in the 

u.s. was classified as informe.tion workers. 25 

What exactly are the caqponents of the information 

sector& Xt can be divided into primaxy· aftd secCildary sectors. _____ ,_ 

24. 

25. 

·MaJ:C- uri Porat, · :l,be Xnformation Eca'lomy; Definition, an,d 
Measarement, Report produced for tiie Qffice of 'l'elecanmuni .. 
cati<Ds)bept. of camnerce (Washington D.c., Government 
Printing Office, 1977). He deals with the information 
activity as an econanic activity am canplete exposition 
of sources, methods and findings of information acti-
vity is available. 

Marc uri Porat, "Global ~lications of the Information 
.Society", Journal of Canmunicat ion · (Philadelphia)·' 30 
(Winter 1979), PP• 70-80. Figure 1 in the article 
gives a canplete picture of the grc:Mtb of the u.s. 
e:onany into an information econany, and the distr 1-
bution of the workforce. 
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The group of industries wb1c:h prodUce, process, or transmit 

knowledge, communication and information goods or services 

are tea:med the "Prilnaxy" ~fOJlnation sector. On the service 

side, these industries include electronic and print media, 

advertising, education, telecanmunicatiOD services, componmts 

of finance and insurance, libraries, consultillg and research 

and development fiJ:ms. On. the goods side are included canputer 

camnUl'lication, electronic equipnent manufactUJ:es off ice and 

business machines and printing. The media clearly fall into 

this sector. 

The information goods and services produced in a non

market context, i.e. not specifically exchanged in an established 

market are labelled •secondary information sectar•. These 

are generally internal information consumed and produced by 

non-infOJlnation fi1111s like auto, steel etc. They are a mixture 

of research and development, legal services, clerical and 

marketing information services etc. These are essentially 

"infOJ:1Dation inputs• for non-infoxmation activities and as such 

are not marketed dii:ect.ly. But they are· exported as a ahidden 

cost• as a part of the pr~e of the non-infoz:mation goods. 

They are f!lrPOrted ~licit.y in the form of scientific and 

technical knowledge. 

The presemt criticisn of the advocates of the new infor

mation order and the tJNB.SCO Mass Media Declaratial would 
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indicate .that the media question has been repeatedly raised 

for two reasons. Firstly, the media derive an enomtous amount 

of income from overseas. It has been calculated fran the 

available evidence that these media # e substantially involved 

in foreign markets;. By 1973, two hundred lead:lng newspaPers 

outsicle the o.s. were subscribing .to either New York_times 

or the lashingtqn Po§t - Jeos Angeles Times supplanentary 

news services. 

Th! Np York Time@ sold its news ~d column to 350 

clients in 40 countries. Transmitting by cable exclusively, 

the ~es_;, news service operated for 14 hours a day and moved 

an average of 35,000 words in that period. The washingtcn Posj; 

- Los Angeles T:lm.!,s news service has 225 clients, 100 of then 

outside the u.s. in 43 different countries and like the N~. 

J2rk Times service 35,000 words are transmitted evexy day. 26 

TwO of ·the world •s largest news agencies are Ass.ociated 

Press (AP) and Ullited Press I:nternational ( UPI) •. It was esti

mated that in the 70s, they bad the largest circulation of netts. 

The AP currently has more than 10,000 subscribers in some 

107 countries, more than half of them overseas. The uPI 

26. WESCO, world communications (Paris: .'lbe WESCO Press, 
1975), p. 201. For full infonnation on the influence· 
of u.:s. new-spapers over the world see George Gerbner 
and George Marvanyi, ·"'!be MaJ'lY ·•orld •s of the world's 
Press", JOumal of communication (Philadelphia), 27 
(Winter 1977), PP• 58-59. 
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operates in 114 .countries with 6,900 subscribers. It trans

mits 6 million words a day. 27 In 1973, the annual report of 

the UPI boasted that its stories were translated into 49 

languages. 28 

In the field ·of magazines, ~der•s Digest has attainel 

a record cixc~~tion of 12 million copies a_ m<Xlth. 29 Dn.Jit 
and Newsw~30 have specially edited foreign editions. 

ElQ;)ort ea~ings fran the u.s. visual industx:y n~ely 

Hollywood f 1l.a:ls and Television films ~ounted to more than 

J 335 millions ·in 1973. AecQJ:'ding to an estimate made by a 

WESCO survey of mass media in ·200 countries. over 55% of u.s. 

film earnings are xegularly accounted for by remittances 

abroa~41! 31 . 'Ibis is mainly fJ::Ql\ the distribution ~ domestic 

producticm; but a large part af it is fran coproductions with 

foz:eign film-making interests cmd frcn eamings fran US-financed 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Ibid. 

WilliaPl H. aead, itnerica •s Moss Media M.erc:batlts (Balti
more: __ John :So_pkins uniyer~ity Press, 1976), P• 3. 

!Dterim Report on Canmunicati<Xl PrQblans ·1n MOdern 
§.S!Siety: by the tNESCO International canmission for the 
:Study of CCIIU1\1Zlication Problems (Paris: UNESCO, 1978), 
P• 40. 

•Newsweek Intexnational delivers 1.5 million readers 
every _weEk", Advertisement, !!lt,.Yol.it Time§, 20 December 
1972 •. - ' 

n. 26, p. 20S. Al.so see Thanas Gubaek, "'the_ Intemational 
Film IndustJ.Y•, in George Gerbner (ed.), ]3Ss Media 
!Olieies in changing cultures (N • York: John Wiley 
and :sons, 1977) , pp. 21-38. 
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enterprises incorporated in other prOducing countries. 

The most eanprebensive inventory of the cross-natiCIIlal 

flow of television and film progrcns available indicated that 

in 1973 .. the UD.ited States is still the biggest TV prograJDIQe 

el!Porter _ in the world and in most_ countries of the world American 

'rV programmes conpose a major part of all the imPOrted pro.. 

grammes".32 

The internatit1lal eamnerce in so far as tbe u.s. is 

concerned, is daninated by a handful. of organizations that also 

hold a ccmnanciing position in the danestic :market. In the print 

media they _are the two major news agencies AP and U'PI al9119 

with the SQPplenentary services of !ew JOJ:!t Times, J!ashinaton 

Po§t - Jeos Angeles Times and lnterpational Hera1d Tribgne. 

~~ Hewswee1t and leader •s Digest are·_dominant in the field 

of m~gazines. The visual _media cons is~ of MOt ion pictures of 

BQllyvood and Telefilms by NBC, ABC, and CB3. undoubtedly 

their foreign operations earn a v~ large revenue. Besides 

that, the media question has also been raised beeause these 

media are cc:msidered influential in fore19l coantries.33 In 

32. 

33. 

Robert Lewis .Shayon, "Television Internat:ional•, Ibid., 
p. 41. Also see TcaPio Varia, "Global Traffic in Televi
sion", !lQumal of Canmunication (Philadelphia), 24 (Winter 
1974), pp. 102-09 and William H. Read, 8 Global TV Flot-T: 
Another Look", Ibid., 26 (.Summer 1976), p. 69. . 

For a detailed discussion on how cultural products of the 
u.s. influE!lce other countries, see aeeort on the unite.d 
itates and the d@)?ate on xorld Informgtion Order (New 
Delhi: American Center, 1978), section on "Mass Culture", 
pp. 72-81. 
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short, they have a world wide dissanination, a substantial 

financial stake abroad and a significant foreign ~pact. 

The u.s. philosophy of free enterprise and free now 

bas thus enabled its econanic interests to flourish and dani

na.te the world. This linkage is more apparent when me con

siders· the fact t.J:tat Multinational Corpo:r:&tions (MNCs) or 

Transnatior)al Enterprises ( 'lNEs) are increasingly involved 

in infotmation industries.34 The transnational media are 

able to provide the iaeologically supportive infomtational 

infrastructure Of the world market economy in which the mcs 

operate. The main characteristics of a typical )!l'C were des

cribed by the New York Times as follows: 

OVerseas activity - operates in at least 6 countries 

and· its foreign subsidiaries account for at least 20 per cent 

of its total assets, sales or labour force. 

Size - Annual sales of at least 100 mUlion 

Growth and profit -Above average 

Management practices - it devotes a high proportion of 

resources tD research and advertisi!XJ. 

34. 

35. 

Ownership - mostly American. 35 c 

'l'aPio Varis, "Aspects of. the impact· of '.l!lZs on Colmluni
cation•, Xrlternationl). Social .Sciences ·Journal (far is) 
4 ( July 1976) , pp. 8Q8-30. 

!n York T;lmes .... "What a Mult'i-National Company is" 
19 June 197 2. . 
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These MNCs, totally in camnand of the domestic communi

cations circuitiD:J through advertising also exert hlflumce in 

intemational communications through organization and manu

facturing of infoxmation. FUrther, they influence the very 

structure of the media by e2POrting "consumerism" through 

international adVertising. The national media structures are 

thus transfomE!(l into the conduits of the coxporate business 

system. The ownership pattern of the media provides further 

evidence of this transfo~ation. 

Ownership in the media. of· both Europe and North America 

is characterized by the increasing growth of conglomerates 

taking over and diversifying into several sectors. There are 

examples of both horizontal and vertical integration, refl.ect1ng 

growing concentration of ownership. Horizontal contml is 

typified by control over a single level of production, namely 

take over. of newspapers and consolidation by a groQP. The 

T:lme group for ~ple, owns Tim! Magazine, other major 

periodicals, a television company, 13 cable networks, a 

publishing bouse and an educational orders firm. vertical 

integration or control over several levels of production by 

a parent company can be claimed when we consider the 'rime 

group as also ownil¥1 forests and paper mills.36 

36. O'Brien, n. 19, 'fhe docmnent provides interesting 
analysis of the ~metsbip question and the linkages. 
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Advertismg industry, thlugh not a media industry 

strictly speaking, is a major adjunct of the media industries 

as it provides the base for them to Qperate, and as such 

deserves particular attention. The transnationalization is 

COll\Plete in the industz.y as 22 out of 27 world's largest 

ad~rtising agencies are partly or wholly American. 37 "Inter

national advertising•, writes one analys~ "is almost entirely 

a u .. s. industxy". 38 ·":In each European country", one account 

reveals, •about half of the top ten billing agEDCies are u.s. 
own~, for example, in Belgium it is 6, Britain Netherlands 

5 and so on'' .39 

The econanic interests of the u • .s. in 'the present order 

is clear. ln proJ.mtmg the ideology of free flow, America 

was able to secure camnercial advantages which have given it 

a source of economic power. ln fact, President Trum!iiil was more 

than prophetic when he had indicated that the American global 

role dEPended on "free flow" and "free trade". Further, 

American political power was unc!bubtedly mosted ~ by the 

strategies it pursued in the wake of its economic and ide:>logi-

.cal interests. According to sane scholars, "the entire infor

mational appaxatus - from the mass media conduits of commercia

lism and the opin:ion·polls run largely by marketeers to the 

37. i;dVert ising ~~ 29 Maz:ch 1976, P. 27 • 

38. Karl P • .sa.uvant, ".Socio-Cultuz:al Emancipation", n. 25, 
PP· 9-aQ. 

' 
39 • :Schiller , n. 20, p. 7 • 
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fo~al educational ~Jstem and para educational structures -

functions to create popular acceptance of the goals and values 

of the •goods econOD\Y •". 40 Therefore, infoxmational interests 

are bound u,p with economic stakes the u.s. has in maintainio;J 

, the present systen of infonnation. 

Clearly describing the American interests in inter

national conmtmications, the u.s. state DEPartment document 

on u.s. policy on International Communications saids 
' 

_The united .States has national security, political 
ideological, eeonomic snell technological stakes in 
international communi cat ions. 

Our national security is dependent on advanced 
telecommunications system. Politically, we are 
committed to a broad exchange of infos:mation both 
domestically and internationally. 

Our economic interest is obvious: our industrial 
base relies on adequate communication: Corporations 
have become increasingly_ dependent on world wide 
computer circuits. Moreover, the united ~tates is 
the world •s largest producer and consumer- of tele
coDIIlunications equipment and services. Eli;Ports -· 
of communications, computers and auxiliaxy hardware 
exceed - 5 billions per year. 'l'ecbn.ologically, the 
united .:States holds a lead in most areas of satellite 
coiillllW1ieations, in fiber optic communications and 
in very large electronic switching systems • • • on 
computer and data canmunications and in their appli
cations, the united States is conmexcially domi
nant. (41) 

-------
40. 

I 

Herbert l:. Schiller, Mind MallJJSers (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1973), P• 149. 

u.s. D~rtment of State, JePO;ts Sulmitted to Congress 
Pursuant to the Foreign Relations Authorisation Aet, 
F:l;sc:a]. Year 1972, (Public Law 95 .. 426) (Washington D.c., 
u.s. Government PrintiDJ Office, 1979), pp. 67-83. 
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In other words, the documEI'lt was enphasising the vital 

stakes America had in international canmlmications and the 

urgent need for ewlv:ing an overall communication policy. l:t 

can be reasonably supposed that these stakes would certainly 

condition the u.s. response to the New World Information Order 

which has contained vebanmt criticism of the u.s. dominance.' 
]<" 

in international communications. 

·In calclusjpn, one can distinguish the advantages the 

u.s. obtained by supporting the ideology of_"free flow". By 

making it an ethical imperative reinforced by the U.N. ·Decla

ration of Human ~gbts, it was provided with an effective 

ideological weaPon against the .Soviet onion in the Cold 'War. 

At the same time, the u.:s. was able to get enormous commercie.l 

advantages to the American •free entez:pr ises", Sld particularly 

the infoxmation industry. 

The promotion of free flow provided an impetus ~or 

these industries to grow beyond their national boundaries. 

The communication revolution furthered their growth. The 

growth in communication technology enabled the u.s. media to 

communicate z:apidly and simultaneously to many parts of the 

world. .Since the media were able to reach a vast audience, 

the ·corporate business syste:n of the u •. s. used them extensively 

to capture overseas markets. Advertising was the primary 

technique used in the transmission of products. 
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The media strengthened the structure of the u.s. economy. 

Further, they derived significant amount of their revenue from 

the markets overseas. They also bad a considerable impact on 

the culture of these societies. 

However, the concentratiCI1 of ownershiP of the media. 

and the influence of the advertising industry changed the 

structure of the media. The u.s. had moved ~to a post-indus

trial society. The world itself was beginning to 100ve in a 

space age, where access and ownership of information was 

important. lnfoxmation was a key economic activity and 

media were the transmitters of vital economic messages. HEI'lce 

any kind of control over the mrestricted flow of information 

would vitally affect these economic interests. 

It is clear therefore that the u.s. espousal and 

staunch defense of the principle of "free flow" is to prot:ect 

its economic interests. Further, the u.s. political interest 

is .in ~pposing the ideological initiatives of the Soviet Union. 

Thus, in the u.s. view, challenge to the free flow was in 

effect a threat to its economic, political and ide:>logical 

interests. Hence, it respcmded by vigomusly oppos:lng the 

call for a new order in infonnation. 



ChaPter III 

THE U.S. RESPCNSE TO THE NEW WORlD lNFORMATICN CllDER 

The call for a new world infomation order by the Third 

World reflects two major .Patterns of change. '!'hey are the 

substantiv~ chaDJes in the canmunication enviz:onmmt and the 

changing substance of the Uleolog:lcal debates. l:neyitably, 

these changes are p~foundly influencing the American response 

to the "New Warld Information Order" (NWIO) • 

As the u.s. is ~ nation with the greatest communication 

activity and impact on the rest of the world, its own arguments 

i:n the debate on N:wiO clearly reveals its ideological, political 

and econanic stakes in the present order. Further, it has led 

to the important question, nefllely, bow can the u.s. handle the 

conmunication issues in the coming years'l _.. Here an attempt wUl 

be made to evaluate the response of the tnli ted ,states to the 

changes that have taken place in the inteme.tional system. 

'llhat are these changes that have necessitated a recon

ceptualisation of American priorities in international communi

cations& First, irJfoz.mat ion has cc:mae to be seen as the ~ana

forming strategic resource of a new age. As the world has 

moved into a space age, infonnation as a resource provides a 
. 

unifying concept and is the key to the Pattern of inter-

nlationships of many issues that heve so far been discussed 
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in international forums in isolated compartmmts.1 The 

world is beginning to rely on infoz:mation as a basic resource 

for the well beiDJ of every individual in f!Nery nation. Not 

only that, the significant growth of nations with l'lOll..Mestern 

cultures haCl led to cross-cultural international communication. 

Differing ideas on how to tackle various problems have becane 

the substance of many international discussions. Issues range 

fi.Om meaning of laws and economic institutions to human rights 

and proper role of the Press. 

,. Second, the nwnber of people who are canpeting for 

access to knowledge and infoz:mation necessary for modern 

standard of living has also arisen. 2 / This bas brought about 

a profound change in the communication enviromumt. America •s 

difficulties in the "technetronic'' age has been COll\POunded 

by all this. 

I Third, there has been a gJ:Owin9 awareness of "inter

dependence .. in world affairs. DEPendence bas long been esta

blished in much of the world where a large nl.lllber of domestic 

1· See TestinDny of Anthopy G. Oettinger, Chairman of the 
Program on InfoxmatioJ:l Resources Policy, Harvard univer
sity, to u.s • .Senate, 95th Congress, I session, Sub
committee on International C()operation of the Committee 
on Foreign Relations, Hear:ings on I:nternationa1 Commun..J:
cations and IDfo:a:matim (Washington, D.c., Government 
Printing Off:k:e, 1977), J~e 8-10, 1977, P• 33. 

2. Not only has the population double(l, the number of people 
who are literate have gone up. According to tNBSCO 
Statistical Year Boo}S. of 1976 the number of students :in 
higher education in countries around the world has 
doubled. 
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issues hinged QPon what ha,Ppened in more powerful neighbouring 

countries. But it is fast becoming obvious to the u.s. that 

many of its domestic problems have international dimensions 

and that the solution must be sought on a multUateral or even 
t> • 

a global basis. The energy crisis for example, illustrates 

this situation • .r Further, the role of infoxmation in an · 

interdependent lQC)rld has underlined the need for the u.s. to 

reorder its communication priorities.3 

/ The growth of interdEPendence should not mislead one to 

believe that it ha:;; superseded the conflict of interests among 

nations. On the contrary, interdEPendence has bxought about 

conditions that either generate new conflicts or intensify the 

old ones. In view of the shifting snphasis in international 

relations fJ:Om politics to economics today, interdependence bas 

in fact led to more opportunity for abrasion when conflicting 

interests come to surface. For instance, the growing importance 

of eeonanics had led the developing world to el(l)ress reservations 

on the developed world •s notions of growth, development, trade 

competition, prices and suPPlY and demand. The principle of 

free trade and free flow so dear to the Vest, has come to be 

'this is Ulustrated by the fact that the infoxmation 
industries are increasingly interwined. For full 
infoxmation see Oettinger, n. 1, p. 34. Also see 
Anthony G. Oettinger_.and Peter .:Sharpiro, "Information 
Industries in the united .States", .12,7 5 Brittonica Book 
of the Year, 197 5, pp. 18-22. 
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seen as z:einforc ing its econanic daninance. 4 

,., 'l'he denand of. the 'fhird ·world for a new information order ' . 

bas been made partly in response to the American daninance in 

the world economy which is strengthened by its command eve]:' 

international c:ommunicat ion. mao thus takes two foxms: :In 

its ideological manifestations it is critical of imbalances 

which exist in the eeonanic and informational field. :In its 

pragmatic form it seeks to evolve institutions like the non

aligned Pz:ess Pool which will hopefully contribute toward the 

establishment of a more just and equitable order. 

All these changes have heralded a fundamental change 

in the u.s. perception of c:ommUl'lication priorities. On looking 

back on the American communication activities of the post 

;second ·!World Wax' period, it is obvious that Cold liar concerns 

had much to do with the style and content of b:>th Govermnent 

and pri,tate programs. 5 tAmerican cC:mmunication in foreign 

----
4. The challenges have led the Third WOrld to develcp their 

own theor i~s regarding gmwth and development. The best 
example is the Dependencia Theorists of Latin America. 
:tn the challenge to the "journalism" of the free flow, 
there has gxown a concept of •developmental journalism" 
foxmulated }¥ the Pz:ess Foundation of Asia. This theory 
saw flow of news as CaPable of Playing an inportant xole 
in the drive for development. The :Indian case is a good 
example in how this non-eommereial approaCh . of media is 
helpful. See, the special issue "The Village and the 
Cqnmmicator", Saninar (New Delhi), 235, March 1979. 

5. L.J. Halle, The ColS....'Jil!F as Historx (~ew York: Harper 
and .Row, 1967) , J. Stoeisinger, Nations in Darkness: 
China, Russ;a :ffid lyneric,a (New York: Random Bouse, 1971) • 
Both docunent e way the Cold War pexceptions became 
the frame of reference for policy dec is ions on all sides 
of the "Cold11 conflict. 
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affairs has stressed ideological concerns by advocacy and 

persuasion. But can the U& continue with the same policy 

despite the changes that have taken Place? How has it res

ponded to the changes?~ 

The U.S. percept ion of the challenge posed· by the 

critics of the .. free flow of information .. has gone thz:ough 

several phases. :tt was first believed that this opposition 

Primarily rested on the wishes of totalitarian states to sheild 

their people fran Qutside infoa:mation and perpetuate their 

own rule. However, the challenges fran the Third World and 

some western allies changed this outlook to some extent. This 

belief· had overlooked the fact that most countries in the 

world have deep and honest differetlces with the u.s. regarding 

the apprx>priate role of mass media wi!:hin societies _and 

internationally. The increasing debate on this and other 

issues relating to comnunication has made the u •. s. realize 

that in an increasingly interd~endent world, it is in the 

interest of America to promote a world infomation order which 

would suit the new demands for cross-cultural understanding. 

FUndamentally however 1 the u •. s. continues to believe that the 

First Amendment principle (that of free press) is absolutely 

necessary for the developent of any society7 and "free flow" 

the basis -for intemational understanding. This beJ.ief per

sists I notwithstanding the modifications that bave appeared 

in the u • .s. response. -f 
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The beginning of criticism of the infor:mation order by 

the Third World can be traced to the draft declaration of the 

OEESCO governing the use of Direct Broadcasting by ~atelli tes 

(DBS) in 1971. :tt was a perfect micro issue for the critics 

from the Third World, the .5oViet union and sane Western coun

tries to cane together. The xesoluti<;)n provided that Direct 

.Satellite Broadcast signals must not be transmitted without 

prior consEI'lt of _receiving countri~s. In the seventeEmth 

General Con£ erenee of the UNESCO in Par is in 197 2, the reso

lution was acbpted almost unanimously with the u.;S. casting 

the single dissident ~te ( 102 to 1). The Sovie1s later 

introdueed a similar resolution in the tJ .N. General Assembly 

calling for the elaboration of principles governing DBS and 

the resolution was appz:oved •. The General Assembly ref erred 

it to the UN Ccmnittee on Pe~ceful Uses of Outer ,space (COPUOS) 

to study and _formulate principles to govern DBS.6 The group 

has been meeting periodically trying to reconcile the basic: 

difference between the Soviet position that fi\lilure to obtain 

prior consent is a viol-ation of national sovereignty and the 

u • ..i. position that this is censorship at the source and an 

abridganent of the universal r:ight to reeeive and impart 

information. Explaining the u.s. stanee on the DB& issue, 

Leonard H. Marks, former Director of U.S. Information Agency, 

6. .see Appendix I for full infomation on bow the DBS 
issue was taken up in the UN. 
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stated before a Sen;ate Canmittee on. Foreign Affairs that the 

exciting possibility of direct transmission of radio and 

television programs az:oused the other countries anxieties 

as " • • • their citizens might receive facts _and opinions con

trary to those reported by their national news outlets. The 

Soviet union took the leadership in arousing these fears ..... 7 

According to Marks, the u .:s. refusal to accept the resolution 

reflected :tits det·ermination to protect the cherished tradition 

of unrestricted flow of information. This policy was consis

tent with the past policy. Further, the u.s. ex>ntinued to 

maintain that regulations on technical matters like the DBS 

should_ be allowed to ewlve as technology develops. :tn the 

u •. s. view, to restrain the flow before the full potentialities 

of the technology were developed is unduly restrictive arid 

prenature. 

The remote sensing issue a:r:ose later in COPUOS than the 

DBS issue, but it has been s:imUar·ly cont:r:oversial. The massive 

American l~d in developing this technology and the launch of 

Landsat_ I in 1972 increased concern in the Committee, regarding 

the social, political and legal· implications of reuote sensing. 

The potential benefits from retoote sensing of the earth:'s 

resources were recognized by all parties in the debate. Yet, 

the controversy arose over how the data derived fz:om renDte-

7. Leonard H. Marks, n. 1, P• 11· 
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sensing should be disseminated. The critics led by :soviets 

proposed that prior consmt of the sensed state should be 

required before infoxmation about its natural resources could 

be disseminated. The Americans opposed this and supported a 

policy of open sensing of the earth • s natural resources and 

the free distribution of data derived therefran.a 

The next major confrontation in the UNESCO came when 

the 3oviets proposed a draft declaration on the use of mass 

media, sqpporting some kind_ of governmental control over 

media. 9 The u.s. governmc:11t strongly opposed. the resol ut:lon 

when it was introduced at the 1974 General Conference of the 

UNESCO at Paris. Xts opposition was based on the First Amend

ment to the u.s. constitution which prohibits enactment of any 

law abridging freedom of speech and press. The u •. s. delegation 

asserted that informational imbalances whose existence was 

acc~ted by now, could not be redressed through imposition of 

restrictive measures ~on the countries with developed communi

cations, but thn>ugh helping developing countries to help 

themselves in strengthening their own communication caPacities. 

Xn a Conference sponsored by the_ university of Alabama 

on communications in 1975, the u.s. Ambassador to united 

a. 

g. 

Report on the united States and the Jforld Xnformatign 
Order (New Delhi: American Center, 1978), PP• 22-23. 
Also see u.s. Departtpent of State, Bulletin, 31 March 1975. 

uNE.sco, EJ.S!t Draft of Mass Media Declaration (Paris: 
1974). Article XXI which stressed the states responsibi
lity over media became the focus of the debate. 
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Nations, John 3cali voiced similar sentiments. He said that 

while the u.s. baCt realised the claims of the less developed 

countries to end economic dependence on the Vest, it is 

imperative to narrow the comnunications gaP within the inter

national community. Be was referring to the fact that if 

interdependence is to be in real terms, it will . depend on more 

communications rather than less. In other words, he felt 

that the u.s. could sympathize with the desire and conviction 

of the Third llorld leaders that ftmdaJllental changes in the 

econanic systan was necessary for them to develop. However, 

" ••• their decision to use rhetoric and tactics of confron

tation in pursuing their objective is re;;Jrettable" • 10 

Thus, during the first half of the seventies the u.s. 

perception of the issues related to communication reveals 

two things. Firstly, the Third World grievances were accepted 

by the u.s. as legitimate an(J secondly it believed that the 

strategy to r:edress them should be through pragmatic measures 

rather than through ideological stances. 

The 19_th General Conference of the UNESCO at Naiznbi 

marked a def.:inite devel.opment of the u.s. positjon regarding 

t::he global communication controversy. The revised version of 

the draft declaxation on the media was presented. Again, it 

10. John .Scali, "West, Third World Must Bridge Communications 
GaP", Official Text (New Delhis -American Center), 29 
April 1975, pp. 4-7. 
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was severely criticised by western diplanats, politicians and 

journalists.11 The proponents repeated and intensified the 

earliet criticisms ~hasiziDg infoDnation imbalance and dis

tortion and cultural bias iD rEPorting. However, a show down 

was averted due to the opposition of the u • .s., west em dj,plo

mats and western media• The draft declaration was. referred 

to a Committee which recommended that: the Director General 

of t~e Organization present a revised draft "based on· broad 

consultations" to the 20th· General Conference.12 

The interesting aspect of the Nairobi Conference was 

the unanimous acceptan.ce of resolution offered by Tunisian 

delegate Musta,pha~_Masmoudi.13 The ):'esolution made specific 

mention of the Non-aligned News Agencies Pool and asked the 

UNESCO to aid it. Even the u.s. supported it. Though to some 

observers this sUJ?~Ort seened to indicate the Americans acceP

tance of the Non-aligned Press Pool and the UNESCO • s support 

to it, the u.s. and other dissenting delegations saw the Tunisian 

resolution as a compromise that would provide the parties with 

------
11· 

12· 

13. 

&ee for instance, Tan Wicker of New York Tillies, criti
cised the role of UNESCO several-times 'fOr--c;ur'tailing
the -freedom of media. Also see !t:M York Tim•, 1 July 
1976 and 19 J"Uly 1976 ·-

UNESco, Records of 'the General Conference, 19th session, 
Nairobi, 26 OCtober-25 November 1976, Resolutions and 
Reconmendations (Paris, 1976), P• 143. 

Musta,pha Masmoudi is the permanent delegate to the UNESCO 
fran Tunisia. He was given the mandate by fifth Non
aligned Summit at Colom'bo, .Sri Lanka to present to the 
Nairobi Conference "a new international information order". 
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more time to deliberate. It would also give the West, the 

opportunity to take constructive action to aid the Third 

World canmunication structures as promised. 

The u.s. attitude at the Nairobi meeting was indicated 

by the statement of the u.s. Ambassador John E. Reinhardt to 

the UNESCO. 
14 He stressed that the u.s. was present at the 

Conference "to work with all nations to find a basiS for con

sul tat ion and cooperation". He said that no one model or one 

ideology should be unduly advocated, nor one model be unduly 

condenned. The u.3. based its successful development- on growth 

with "equity and justice", on the "benefits of a free economy" 

and on stressing "human rights, individual freedoms, a free 

p~:ess • • • and the· fre~ exchange of ideas and information••. 

He went on to cla 1m that they are 

• • • values that need to pexmeate any new systen 
of intemational relations •••• Accordingly, the 
united States wishes to use this occasion to 
articulate once more in the strongest possible 
way its commitment to freedom of information and 
~ression and to the fundamental human rights 
of every individual to seek, receive and impart 
infoxmation and ideas through any medium regard
less of frontiers. 

In effect, he st~:essed the earlier view that ·the united 

.states recognized the vital i,mportanee of conununications in 

14. John E. Reinhardt, "Free. and Open Exchange of Ideas", 
Official Text (New Delhi: American Center), 3 November 
1976. Reinhardt was appointed Director of the u.s. 
Infoxmation Agency on 25 March 1977 by President 
Jimmy Carter. 
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the development of peoples and nations. But imbalances that 

characterized the present information situation had .led to 

the charge of one-way flow rather than a free flow. Therefore, 

the way to ensure that flow of information and ideas were 

"truly two-way", was to reduce the current imbalances not by 

inhibiting the comnunications CaPacity of sane, but by increas

ing the conununications c~acity of all. 

Interpreting this response, one ma,y conclude that the 

u.s. saw several things in the current situation clearly. It 

realized that the disparities between developed and developing 

countries was energing as a central issue in changing inter

national relations. It saw that there were links between 

national development and international structures. It per

ceived that dependencies exist in an increasingly inter

dependent wox-ld and hence there was a nee:l to bring the 

disadvantaged groups into the mainstream of development actions 

and developmEI'lt benefits. This led the u.s. to articulate 

its task in the Conference; nefllely, "to make the UNESCO an 

effective organiZation through which we can cooperate" • 

I.n furtherance of this approach, Reinhardt Pledged 

u.s. assistance. to d~elop the Third World communication CaPa

cities. He stated that 

we believe that the u.s. and other nations in 
which are found highly developed mass media 
facilities and CaPabilities should endeavour 
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to make available, through bilateral and multi
lateral channels, private and governmental 
assistance to other states in helping to deVelop 
their mass media. Furthermore, it is the strong 
conviction of the u • .s. that the ·UNE.SCO itself , 
in its future planning must accord a high priority 
to e~nding and strengthening, through its reg~lar 
pxogram and budget assistance to manber states in 
helping then further develop their canmunication 
capacities. (15) 

The u .$. recognition of the sensitivity of the issue 

made a fundamental difference in their appxoach. Till then, 

America had only indicated that it would resist any restriction 

of 11free flow" intimating at the same time. that it would coope

rate in pxoviding assistance. in building oommunication struc-
1 

tures in the Th:i.rd World through __ the UNESCO~ It bad ~lso 

made it clear. that the UNESCO should play an active role in 

pranoting co-operative structures between nations. 

In the u.s., active concern on this issue prompted 

a widely circulated staff study entitled "'ibe new world 

infomation order" issued by the senate Foz:eign Relations 

Committee in November 1977. The study suggested. that the 

u .. s. could be either a major loser or a net gainer fran the 

"new order11 depending on how it is shaped. It could either 

suffer the intmduction of a regime of censorship in the world 

or gain the world respect for a regime of freedom. Both these 

forces were contending for acceptance and the united ;states 

------
15. Ibid., P• 14. 
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could play an active role in pursuit of its beliefs in free 

flow of speech and infomtation. 

·Willialn H. Read, a scholar specializing on communi

cations, went on to ~lain to the Senate Committee what 

exactly was at stake for the united .States in the communication 

fiel-d. He felt that commtmications policy issues· are at the 

"pre-crisis" stage and that _the u.s. government had time 

to consider the diverse issues that are related in communi

cations. He outlined the issues as follows:: 
•· 

.some are what might be called • ripening • issues 
like two disturbing activities of the Soviet 
Union -.SOviet eavesdropping on telephone con
versations of Americans at bane and .soviet 
testing of 'killer' satellites.. ;Some are •tradi
tional'· issues like the structure of the American 
telephone industry •••• Sane issues appear rooted 
in •new technologies• like electronic funds trans
fer systems and the use of communication satellites 
to aid the economic and social development of poor 
countries. 

Finally, • • • how the government should 
organize itself to fomtulate and :implement sensible 
communication policies. ( 16) 

The reaction from the official circles sharpened American 

perception of the new role it would play in intex:national 

communications. As Reinhardt, the Director of u.s. International 

communication Agency, dec:larec:l in a prepared statEJnent before 

the .Sub-committee on International Operations of the Senate 

------
16. William H. Read, "COmmunications Policy: An Agenda", 

n. 1, P• 42. 
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Committee on Foreign Relations: 

The U.s. and other nat. ions pledge assistance 
to help the developing 'WOrld • • • • Now we must 
make good these pledges ••• because the ideo
logical offensive has only been blunted out 
not brokm, and other nations may look more 
favourably on these ideas unless they see real 
progress toward redressing the :imbalance. 
More important, however, than simply winning 
a point ideologically is the need to ke~ faith 
wi:th our own basic: morality and principles. ( 17) 

.Suffice to say that there was a need for the u •. s. to continue 

to enunciate its basic policy in favour of free flow, to 

illustrate the dangers of govetnment control and to take 

positive action to help those with legitimate grievances. 

In other words, the u • .s. was now in favour of an "active 

posture" in the forthcoming Conference and debates on the 

issues regarding the info~ation flow. 

Efforts to develop further drafts on mass rnedia and 

its role continued 1n the UNESCO. At the 20th General Con

ference, the u.s. delegation professed the view that the Interim 

Report given by the International Commission for the .Study of 

Communications (McBride Canmission) was good only in its 

description of the imbalances that exist, but the analysis, 

especially those which imply state contxol on the operations 

of the mass media, was not acceptable. Spec if :lcally, on the 

17. Test-imony of John E. Reinhardt, n. 1, P • 220. 
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draft on mass media which entailed counteracting racism and 

"Apartheid", the u.s. position was that "it is the state 

controls that have been primarily associated with the propa

gation of war and hostility and racism, and that for UNESCO 

to sponsor a return to this ••• would be to turn its back on 

its own charter" .18 
( 

The u.s. delegate argued that to counter-

act it, the UNESCO should provide the means for enhancing 

practical cooperation in education, sciences, culture and 

communication.- Cooperation should be attracted from more 

PJ:OspeJ:Ous nations, the private sectors in those nations, 

the multilateral institutions and the disadvantaged countries 

thEmselves. The u.s. favoured collective sharing of tbe 

burden of redressing the imbalances in the existing information 

order. It recognized that information is essential for full 

participation in the world.- It is a basic resource like energy 

or :t:aw materit\ls despite being intangible and inexhaustible. 

The objective of redressal of imbalances should be, the u.s. 
felt, the basis for a consensus approach. 

After a strenous thtee weeks negotiation, the Conference 

adopted the "Declaration of Fqndamental Principles concerning 

the contribution of mass media to strengthen peace and inter

national understanding, thepromotion of human rights and to 

countering racialism, "aPartheid" an9. incitement to war". 

-------
18. John E. Reinhardt, "u.s. to help :Strengthen Third World 

Media", Official Text (New Delhi: American Center), 
6 NoVember 1978, PP• 6-10• 
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The main question involved in the declaration was 

on the philosophy which should guide or govern the relation

ship between the govemment or media. The pxocess of the 

passing of this declaration was rendered difficult as the 

three main perspectives; the .Soviet, the non-aligned and the 

West CaJ.Ue fxom different politico-historical ~eriences. At 

times, the non-aligned perspective had similarities with the 

.Soviets. But contxoversy was inevitable as they were all 

committed to value-systems which at times ran diametrically 

opposite to each other. 

The West led ~Y America, in particular objected to 

Article XII. of the Nairobi draft which provided that states 

are responsible for the actiVities of the media in their 

jurisdiction. It was obvious that it was a Soviet backed 

idea and the opposition from the u.s. and its allies and media 

men indicated that it was seen as a threat to the fundamental 

premise of democratic principles of. the West which believed 

that mass media play an important role in building democratic 

institutions. They felt that under the systeln of state control, 

the media become an appendage of the state which will be 

tyrannical, and a threat to the economic/£ inancial stakes of 

the Vest. Due to their determined opposition, Article XU 

was dropped along with Article VX of the Nairobi draft which 

had provided for "legislative action, consistent with the 

respective constitutional syste:n of states and with relevant 
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instruments and agreements". This would have in the u • .s. 

and the ·.west •s view, amounted to the ruling elites • inter

ference in the functioning of the media• 

In the final phase of the Paris Conference, these 

contradictory view.points were accommodated by the efforts of 

the group of non-aligned nations which toodif ied the resolution 

in which all mention of "intervention by states" was dropped. 

It was repl-aced by affixmations of freedom and diversity in 

the flow of and exchange of information and encouragement of 

action toward increasing the ability of all pooples to parti

cipate in and benefit from the new communication technologies. 

The passing of the mass media decla.ration has been 

considered as a triumph for the liberal forces of the West 

and particularly of America. 19 '!'be American media however, 

treated the entire debate with hostility. "It should be 

clear now to every partisan of liberty" said Chicago Tribune!_! 

editor Clayton KirkPatrick, "that the free press - indeed all 

free news media are in trouble in the Third World. The .scope 

of the trouble can be measured by the Third World •s claim to 

represent two-thirds of humanity". 20 The International Press 

19. K.P. Mishra, "Towards a New International Infonnation 
Order:. The Significance of the UNESCO Declaration", 
in M.S. Rajan and Shivaji Ganguly ( eds.), Great Power 
Relations, World Oxder and Third World (Nen Delhi: 
Vikas Publishing House, 1981), PP• 84-88. 

20 • n. 1, p • 30 • 
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Institute reported that during 1976, "restraints on the media 

and the persecution. of journalists throughout the world 

intensi£ ied to an unprecedented degree". 21 

Kirkpatrick warned the American Newspapers Association 

that indifference to this situation would be a mistake on the 

part of media: "we may find our reporters barred from access 

to the news in the vast regions of the world. ·we may find it 

impossible to send our news into their countries. Even more 

serious, we may find the virus of authoritarian controls 

spreading wider and wider with ever increasing threat to us 

and our fellow democra·cies".22 This in general, summed up 

the view of the American media to the controversy regarding 

news flow and mass media. 

The·passage of the Declaration intensified this res

ponse. Despite the anission of all mention of state control, 

the western media felt that the debate itself. was a threat to 

freedom of the Press and that is a dangerous precedent with 

which the news flow ma.v be curtailed. 

Despite the fact that the U'ni ted .states itself had 

supported the Tunisian resolution which had proposed the UNESCO 

funds for a series of studies and research activities designed 

to strengthen the communications in developing countries, the 

21- :tbid. 

22. :tbid. 
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media now vehemently opposed it. ~..!!S§hingj:gn Post in 

an editorial titled "UNESCO's Assault on News" argued: 

.••• this newspaPer, which offers its news product 
for foreign sale, has an undeniable self-interest 
in nourishing an international climate in which 
canmercial opportunities for western media are 
ma:i.ntained. But this, of course, is no different 
from the vested interest that the American media 
- being free, canpeti tive insti tu tiona - have in 
maintaining the same commercial opportunities at 
home. ' It is a si:rrple matter of principle coin
ciding with commercial self-interest, and the 
principle involved here, ••• Was set forth ••• 
in the First Amendment here to the Constitution. 
And if it is a sound erinci.ele for us in this 
goun.9::£.L it"f''llows, or so. it seems to us, _that 
! t is also ·a · g_ood rule to apply_to the communi
cation of ideas abroad. ( 23) 

As_ a matter of fact, the coincidence between principle 

and self-interest is not "a simple matter" at all. In so 

far as the media have commercial self-interest apart fxom 

their role as protectors of free speech, they maY well be 

subjected to government control in u.s. itself. Arficle I, 

section 8 of the u.s. constitution empowers Congress "to regu

late commerce with foreign nations, and among, the several 

states ...... Thus, the fruitful coincidence cited by the Post ·-
is opE!n to debate even in America, and call into question the 

applicability of such values in international connnunication. 24 

23. W;ashington Post, 30 July 1976. '!be snphasis added. 

24. New York Times, "U.s •. suprene Court rules large media 
conglomerates-have no spectal claim to First Amendment 
Rights of free ~ression", 27 April 1978. 
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The u.s. media however continued to attack the UNESCO 

involvement in the media question. The New York TJ:in~ warned 

in an editorial that "if it turns out to be i.nu>ossible to 

reject this attempt to tamper with our basic princj,ples, there 

is always the alternative of rejecting the UNESCO itself" .25 

It argued further that "the good it does is not werth the 

price it demands". unless the uniteil Nations changed its 

attitude, wrote the ~ew Yo:r:k Times on 27 November 1978, "it 

will soon be regarded in many lands as not only irrelevant 

but inimical11 •
26 

Proclaiming the "free trade" principle Jack Valenti 

President of Motion Pictures EXPort Association o~ America 

(MPEAA) and Motion Pictures Association of America (MPAA), 

stated before the senate Committee hearing on "international 

communications•• in 1977 that: "while governments may fulminate 

against American films, foreign audiences love them. 't1e domi

nate the world screens - not because of annies, bayonets or 

nuclear bombs, but because,_.._ we are exhibiting on foreign 

screens what the pe:>ple of thase countries want to see •• •• 

That is our best weaPon" • 27 other media spokesmen also viewed 

the criticism as serving narrow national interests in media 

25. New York Times, 8 NovEmber 1978. 

26. !imt,.York Times, 27 Novenber 1978. 

27. Testimony of Jack Valenti, n. 1, p. 212. 
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business. As Willi~ streehan, .Senior Vice President for 

news, American Broadcasting Coz:poration said: "· •• it would be 

ideal fJ:Om our point of view if these nations could adopt the 
' 

concept of free flO\f of news •••• But the concept of free flow 

of news is so foreign to many governments that they have a 
pathological fear of any reporting which they d:.> not actually 

contxol ••• " 28 

These various samples of media responses seem to under

line the fact that free trade and free flow go tog~her and 

that any government financed media or any control by the state 

is hardly "free" • 

To the critics it may seem equally clear that the present 

"order11 is linked to the u.s. commercial interests, which in 

turn, serve overall u.s. government interests. This brings 

one back to the central question of whether American media have 

indeed been acconodating tools for homogenising a largely plu

ralist wor1d or merely greedy manipulating monopolies. The 

answer to this question lies in the definition of the J:Ole of 

the media. At the ideological level, the confrontation is between 

two vietts: "the liberal press ideology" which is also called 

the "commodity aJ?proach" and the ncontrolled press" ideology 

of the Marxists who view communication as a lever of state 

28. Testimony of WilliaJD .Streehan, n. 1, P• 208. 
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power. .Scholars like William H. Read support the view that 

the market systsn of the media business gives different but 

useful benefits to both the sellers and buyers. 29 Herbert I • 

.SChiller on the other hand argues against the media "imperia

lism" of the west·. Taking the Marxist approach, he argues 

that intemational media are the principal means whereby the 

elites· of developing societies are "attracted, pressured, 

forced, and sometimes bribed into shaping national policies 

that confomr with the interests· of capitalist expansion". 30 

But the economics of the "WOrld business systen has made media 

an important branch of the economy, and economic interests. 

play a vital role in any decision-making. To those countries 

lacking economic independence, as well as to advanced countries 

like the u.s. infonnation is an economic activity primarily 

and a strategic resource. It is but natural for the fonner 

to txy and change the "order" through defining the J:Ole of 

mass media which fonn the basis for almost all infonnation 

flol>r, while the u.s. media stakes are in the realm of protecting 

their ca:nmercial interests. 

Thus, when the united Nations General Assembly, reflec

ting the concems of the Third World, passed the New World 

29. 

30. 

William H. Read, America •s Ma§.!...l-1edia Merchants (Balti
more: John Hopkins university Press, 1976), The 
Conclusion. 

Herbert I •. Schiller, Mass Conmunicatiori and American 
EmPir~ (New York:. Augustus M. Kelley, 1969) and f'l.d.ng 
Managers (Boston: Beacon Press, 1977) • 
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Information and Communication Order, it reflected the u •. s. 

recognition of the importance of the issues as well as marked 

an improvement on the old oJ:der, thereby giVing the Third 

World a small victory. The u •. s. along with seven allies had 

abstained on the specific resolution calling the UNESCO to 

endorse a new and more just and effective world information 

order at· the 20th General Conference of the UNESCO. At the 

UN, a consensus resolution on this issue developed because the 

non-aligned states agreed to a fonnulation of the NWIO concept 

which made it clear that such a concept must be based "on the 

free circulation and wider and better balanced disseninat:lon. 

of in fbmtation" • 

It is important to note that it was American negotiators 

who defined the order as something that would be "IIDre just and 
' effective" so as to denote the evolutionary p~cess building 

on the present order rather than break away from it. Further, 

they also succeeded in tying the "NE!W' Order" to the attainment 

of international peace and tmderstanding based,on "free circu

lation" of information. This m~ be an indication that 'there 

is a strong congruence of interests between the American media 

which declared that *'to Americans, there can be no free speech 

or "balanced" neti'S unless toose who advocate racism, and 

apartheid and yes, war, are also free to speak. We do not 

negotiate codes of press behaviour with our government and 

should not be· negotiating them with any other", and the U •. s • 
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government position on NWIO. 31 This can be indicated by 

the phrasing of the "new order". The goal of the new order 

was one· of attaining "relationships of interdependence and 

cooperation" and the order ul t:bnately called for an 11 el(l?anded 

opportunity to hear the authentic voice of differing cultures 

and societies in a d,ialogue made progressively more equal 11 • 

According to Reinhardt, "this is a statement of objectives 

sustained by our otm First Amendment, and ••• calls for open 

rather than constricted avenue~ for communicationn. 32 

The Reinhardt testi.Irony before the House Conrnittee 

on Foreign Affairs also reveals the new u.s. attitude towards 

NW:tO. He gave several reasons for the u.s. opposition. First, 

the Americans are opposed to any imposition of order from 

outside, even from their own government. They would prefer 

and "risk mediocrity" than any imposed order. Second, they 

would resist signing any statement Qf goals that lack precise 

d¢init:ion. The preliminary definitions of NtU:O issued by the 

non-aligned was seen by him as lacking proper definition. But 

this resistance must be contained by assl.mling a "creative pos

ture" on the elaboration of the "new order" idea. He stressed 

--·---
31. 

32. 

New York Times, 27 Novanber 1978. -----' 
John E. Reinhardt, .&tatenent to u.s. House of Represen
tatives, 96th Congress, 1 session, The Sub-committee 
on lnternational Organiza~ions of the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs, Hearing, ytiE_!CO and Freedom of :tnfO£
m.s.;tion, 19 July 19'79 (Washington D.c., Government 
Printing Office, 1979), pp. 4-5. 
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that active participation by the u.s. in foming the NtfiO 

would not be merely due to the Sl@port given by ·UN General 

Assenbly. 

The Reinhardt statement also ~lained the need for the 

u.s. to take initiative in the efforts to redress the imbalances· 

as "the momentwn behind the effort to redress neo-colonial 

status in the world, to remedy historical disparities and 

dEPendencies ••• is in any event irresistible". 33 In his view, 

America may be able to divert or defer this evolutionary 

p:r:ocess. _for a while, but eventually it would breakthrough. 

Hence, he felt that it would be wiser for the u.s. to shaPe 

the future course of the "new order" by being co-architects, 

rather than by following a pol icy of detachment. 

_Reinhardt concluded his testimony by noting that 

America •s "overall purpose should be to make the new world 

infomation order resemble as much as possible the order pre

vailing in our own nEM world - the united States of America". 

The sta.tenent of George A. Dalley, Deputy :Secretary of 

.&tate for International OtganiZation Affairs before the same 

House Committee on Foreign Relations, further revealed the 

u.s. attitude towards mfiO and the UNESCO. 34 According to him, 

33. Ibid. 

34. Testimony of Ge:>rge A. Dalley, ibid., PP• 9-14. 
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the evolutionaJ:l7 process of building a new order would 

involve the cooperation of all the three worlds. Xn parti

cular, the cooperation and .involvement of the countries with 

advanced technological c~acities was essential to redress 

the imbalances. Conceding that there was a certain amount 

of validity in sane of the demands for rectif-y'"ing "inequalities 

and injustices", Dalley insisted however that the new ox:der 

as proposed by its most militant spokesmen was not acceptable 

to the united States. ,Since America is the principal source . 

of technical assistance, " ••• we are prepared to join in 

efforts to develop the ability of all peoples to exchange 

information". 35 

Dalley's testimony would suggest·that a, few Americans 

felt that the realities of the Third World media concerns 

require the u.s. to recognize other nations • and peoples • 

aspirations. And it was sensible for the u.s. to adopt a 

cooperative attitude towards these countries. The long range 

national interests of the u • .s. would be better served if "we 

seek improvement via diversity and multiplicity rather than 

through uniformity or conformity - including our own brand of 

orthodoxyn , it was argued. 36 

The u .,s. position on NWXO was clear. Certainly 

there was no deviation from "free flown; but the u.:s. was 

------
35. Ibid., P• 12. 

36. Ibid. Emphasis added. 

' \ 
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Pr~red to allow that the basis of communication policies 

of different nations need not necessarily be based on the u.s. 

m:>del. In fact, the debate forced the U.s. to recognize thet 

any insistence on the value of free flow would be vigorously 

opposed and that its own interests would benefit through a 

cooperative attitude. 37 

The SUb$equE!lt meetings of the UNESCO on the M·1IO 

saw little change in the American position. In thE! meeting 

of the McBride Conmd.ssion .at Belgrade from 16 October 1980, 

the u.s. member on the Canmission, Elie Abel, added a new 

dimension to the American view. He remarked that the u.s. 

did not insist that its way was the only way. However, it 

would certainly dissent from the underlying notion that 'it 

is somehow the proper role of the UNESCO or other intern6tional 

agencies to propagate a particular roo del of media development. 

He concluded that ••the precise form of national media institu.-
. 

tions is a matter for national decision, to be made by the 

37. On how the West and the u.£. should cooperate, see 
Rosemary M. Righter, "Battle of the Bias", E2~9!! 
Pol~ (Washington, D.C.), 34 (.Spring, 1979), PP• 133-38. 
The author contends that for cooperation over these · 
issues to be a success,'' the west em goverrnnents must 
shed the notion that everybody can be bought. Sensitive 
and serious planning could produce more sophisticated 
solutions than simply offering more money {such as last 
November •s ~ 24 million pledge of u.s. aid) or greater 
access to western-owned satellites:' However, the article 
insists on the "free press" ideology and claims that 
there is no middle ground between controlled news and 
independent reporting. According to Righter, the task 
of aiding international tmderstanding would require a 
free press and the western policy should foster this 
understanding. 
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people of the countxy concerned••. At the same time, he 

stressed the American. view that "protection of journalists" 

which was repeatedly discussed by the Commission, was not the 

function of the UNESCO. 38 In fact, he went so far as to accuse 

the UNESCO of trying to adopt the role of an 11 international 

nannyn, a role for which it was ill equipped and was unneces

sary. He concluded : "In the U.S. the media do not speak for 

the government, nor does the government speak for the media. 

That doctrine may ••• strike some as peculiar, but it is not 

a matter upon which the Americans may baJ:gain or barter". 

The suhnission of the McBride Commission Report at 

the 1980 General Conference of the UNESCO sparked off a 

further protest fran the u.s. media. The Newsweek titled --
its report on it as "Inching towards Controln 39 , Time as 

"UNESCURBS". 40 In an essay titled "Global First Amendment 

War" 4 1, Time called the Report as 11good news and bad news ... 

38. 

AO. 

41. 

"U.S.· sees UNESCO Report as Declaration of Press 
Freelom", Official Text (New Delhi: American Center) 
16 October 1980. He also produced a pa,per for the 
McBride Cornmiss ion t;itled "Conrnunicat ion for an inter
dependent pluralistic world11 (Paris: U'NESCO, 1979) • 
He highlighted in the paper the u.s. position, its 
flexibilities and emphasized on non-changeability over 
certain issues. 

Newsweek., 11Inching Towards Control 11 
1 3 November 1980, 

PP.""49~o. 

Time, 11unescurbs 11 , 3 November 1980, P• 45. 

Time, "The Global First zwendment Warn 1 6 October 1980, 
pp. 40-41. 
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The good is that the Commission members rejec
ted the wilder extremes of the Masmoudi plan~ 
Third World rqpresentatives went along with 
their Western colleagues in declaring that 
censorship or arbitrary control of in:furma.tion 
should be abolished and that accurate, faithful 
and balanced reporting ••• necessarily involves 
access to unofficial as well as official sources 
of information •••• 

The bad news, unfortunately undermines the 
good •••• Reflecting the missionary zeal of its 
UNESCO dt:afters, the Report is permeated with a 
preference for guided rather than independent 
press. (42) . -

Aceording to Time, the Report was openly· inviting ''dis

criminatory legislation" by recommending "effective legal 

measures designed to circumscribe the action of' transnationals 

by requiring them to comply with specific criteria and condi

tions defined by national ge~elopm~t policies". Tgis was 

"obviously" aimed at the international news agen,cies. It 

also noted a key passage of the report which called for 

"communication policies linked to overall social, cultural, 

economic and political goals" of the developing world. This 

would threa.ten a free press, which l'tas neutral and objective. 
. . 

In main, the magazine expt:essed the general fears of the 

\/estern media. It stressed that while international organi

zations like the UNESCO could propose, they c9uld not leg is

late. Nonetheless, even "non-binding UN IOOtions, if broadly 

endorsed, have a_certain moral weight and at the very least, 

42. Ibid~ 
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they frequently serve as guides to developing states ..... 

Therefore, if a UN body like the UNESCO, "however high mindEd 

its motivation, were to endorse a new world information order 

restricting ••• freedom, the first and gravest disservice done 

would be to Third World countriesn. 

The In terna!:i:,onal Herald Tribune :felt that the 3 year 

~ 625 million budget of the UNESCO presented would fund studies 

into subjects opposed by western newsmen and revive the appre

hension over news control. 43 

At the 21st Genera.l Conference of the UNESCO in Belgrade 

in 1980, the u.s. delegate expressed strong reservations on _ 

the resolution which askeq for adoption o:f the McBride Report. 

He was of the view that the Report could be used to support 

the government control over the press. The u.s. delegate 

l'lilliam Harley raised a number of objections to the resolution 

particularly against the use of ambiguous language. 44 

The head of the u.s. delegation Ambassador Robin Chandler 

Duke went further. Noting that the united ;states took one of 

the major initiatives by establishing an International Program 

for the DevelopmEnt of Conrnunication ( :rPDC) to resolve the 

present crisis, he sai~ that the proposals for defining jour-

43. Internat!Qnal Hera!SLTribune, 26 .September 1980 •. _ 

44. ''UNESCO Press Resolution", official text (New Delhi: 
American Center) , 28 Oc~ber 1980. 
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nal is tic standards and pmtecting them could well lead to 

an intemational code of ethics. Such a code however, is 

the antithesis of the democratic view of the press and its 

role and hm-r it should operate. "The u .;s.", he said, "holds 

that joumalistic practice is to be self-monitor.caCi nationally 

and internationally". 45 Whatever may be the outcome of the 

IPDC or McBride Report, the 21st General Conference proved 

that all that the Vestem delegates did achieve was another 

postponement of the crisis. Even more unfortunate from the 

\les~ •s point of view is the limited options it has. If they 

continue to compromise, they may inevitably help legitimize 

the UNE.SCO as an .. arbiter ·of international media prac1: ices. 

'l'he Third World could then use the UNESCO fiats to justify 

policies that could choke off the flow of info~ation to other 

parts of the world - facilitating as the \Jest see~ it, the 

spread of oppression. But if the \fest stiffens its back and 

pulls out of the organization, it may lose all hope of restrain

ing censorship and the UNE,sco could well find itself writing 

its own media rules •. 

Fact of the matter is that the u •. s. response reflects 

a growing concern with the changing priorities in the infor

mation world, and consideration of its own assets and liabili 

-------
45. Official '!'ext, n. 44, 29 October 1980. 
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lities with which it moves into the eighties. 46 For Americans, 

cooosing how best to comnn.micate in a global com:nuni ty is a 

more pressing matter than for others, for the u.:s. is the 

biggest and most influential canmunicator and at the same 

time a nation very vulnerable to the success of failure of 

communication in world affairs. The assets it derives from 

beihg the world's leading informer is considerable. It is a 

prime reservoir of technology and research, as it ha.s passed 

into the •post-industrial phase•. More and more research on 

communications and related fields are being carried out and 

much of the know-how is exported. 47 All this in turn allows 

Americans to corrmunicate more easily, enhancing their communi

cating capacity. 

:Secondly, the uses of this technology are available in 

English language. English has now become the international 

language of science and technology, practically the lingua 

franca, a highly signif_icant aspect of today•s communication. 

Not only is English used in scientific circles but also in 

diplomatic circles.48 English bas also come to be regarded 

46. 

48. 

Glen Fisher, American Communication in a Global .Socf,ety 
(New Jersey: Albex Publishing Corporation, 1979),, . 
Chapter 2, pp. 11-30. 

Communication hardware and software are among Amerioa • s 
biggest ~orts. For example the largest share of revenue 
the research industey gets is from outside u.s. 

Fisher, n. 46, PP• 12-15. 
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as 11pref erred" language for higher education, learning and 

training. America, thus, justifiably enough, can have a cer

tain satisfaction in setting this trend. 

Yet another factor is the emergence of international 

culturE!• Despite attention being called to the multi-cultural 

reality of the world by the Third World, this diversity is 

being blurred by the increasing acceptance of the customs and 

life-styles brought by media ~orts. The "infonnation elite" 

created by these media in creased cor responding to the increase 

in media impact. As American media dominate the world "culturen 

market, u.s. is possibly the principal source of international 

culture. This· in turn can give America a better instrument to 

handle the criticism of "cultural imperialism'', for m:>re poople 

will have occasion to become international in one part of their 

mind. 

Another i.mportant factor which helps the U.s. to be the 

leader of international communic~tion is the role it plays in 

higher education. The u.s. runs many academic exchange programs 

and other assistances unavailable in many developing countries. 

Fulbrjght Program is a good exampl.e. The assets that obtain 

from this role in education are subs.tantial. In many cases, 

the ability of the u.s. to conmnmicate gets a headstart, as 

a large set of these exchange programs have already paved the 

way. As technologU:al education became a ke.J factor in produc-
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ing goods and services by complex societies looking toward 

modern life, the American ~proach is bound to have influence. 

While all these assets have given the u.s. an unsha

kable position of leadership in international communications 

the present criticisms have necessitated a look at the problems 

that exist. 

The main problem area is the changing stance of other 

countries vis-a-vis America, particularly with regard to its 

comnunica.tion priorities. Certainly, the situation is not the 

same as it was at the end of second world war at the height of 

Marshall plan, or in the days technical assistance was develop

ing. Toda,y, despite the fact that America is both economically 

' and politically powerful criticisms have bem voiced by. 

repxesentatives of Western countries as well as Third World 

and East bloc countries regarding u.s. dominance in world 

markets. 

The difficulty posed for Americans is that they them

selves do not see· 'l;hese problems clearly. There is a ;huge gap 

between the American self perception as communicators and the 

way rest of the wo~ld sees t~an. For example, the u.s~ TV 

programming is the most closed to foreign programmes excepting 

china· 

.Most of their world via~ is given by ~ or uPI. · Further, 

even in their response to the NW~O, the Americans were at 
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first at least, still following the .old axiom of "Diplomacy 

for a Crowded World" rather than "Communication for a Crowded 

World". From the time of ·11making the world safe for (American'?) 

Dernocraey", the Americans view their values as aPPlicable to 

all. But the passing of the NW'IO shows clearly that America 

must certainly revalue its international communication relation

ships. There is mol:'e suspicion of universal values today. 

There are more questions as to how· they apply, in what priority 

and especially if one countcy has a monopoly on them. If 
.. 

American values are to help set the pattern that will come 

to characterize a more g+obal society, Americans will have to 

be astute enough in recognizing where in their ideological 

pattems apply domestically and wherein they can broadly be 

applied. 

The q.s. response to the mno would have to take these 

realities into consideration. Yet its response. seems to 

imply only a change in negotiating style rather than in 

substance. The response also seens to indicate that the u.s. 

is not prepared to be less powerful or influential in global 

communications. Considering the vital interests it has in 

pre~erving the free fl0\'1 of information, it has responded by 

opposing the new order as called by the more m.ilitant spokesmen. 

'Instead, it has tried to assume a cooperative pragmatic approach 

to stave off the crisis in infox:mation issues. 



CCBCLUSION 

In the years followiD9 the second world war# the u.s. 
passed through a c:ommUI'lication revolution. '!he American 

society passed fran the industrial to post indUstrial stage 

of economic development._ Not only did il.t become the most 

Cbm1Dant economic power: but was also the -co\UltEY which con

t10lled world iDfoxmation. Its aontml of info~tion rein

fo~:eed its economic power. %n fact the two wer:e inseparable. 
' 

While these dev'elopments were taking place# the world was 

passing through yet another revolution - the revolution which 

ended the old colonialism and adclecl almost every faf years 

scores of new menbers to international commu.n:l.ty. '!')lese 

countries foad thanselves striVing fez their own developmeDt 

in an envircmment which was Dot of their own making • 'l'ha,r 

found that the choices which they bad were limited in practi

cally all spheres# political, economic and strategic. Yet 

they wanted to preserve their own political freedaa, maintaiD 

their cul. tural iclenti ty, and seek their own paths to economic 

d~lopmen.t. Their strength was in their evergrowin9 numbet". 

Bon..a~igmnst Elflet'9ed as a viable policy in the fifties# but 

then its strategies were detexmined by tbe fact that it was 

still the pol:k:y option of a few states. Th~ hoped to main

taia their non-aligned character by the managESDent of their 
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relations with sqper powers. The.f did not launch a frontal 

assault on the existmg powec str:ucture. 

The seventies saw a remarkable transfoz:mation in the 

stra t.eg ies of the non-aligned D:Dvaaent. From being ess ent:lally 

a political movenent. it acquis:ed economic overtones. :spurrf!Q 

on by the non-aligned movemeat, the u .m. adopted a resolution 

eodorsing Sew International Bcoilanic Order which, through 

various deviCes, daaanded a red.istribation of resources between 

the industrialiZed nations and the developing wrld. Xt 

denanded the restructuring of tbe international monetary 
. . 

and financial institution of the world to create better 

conditions for deVelopment •. : Having done that, these countries 

of the 'J.'hird World coald not have stopped, for iDformation 

constituted as vital a source for developm~t a~all or any 

other cqmnodity. 'l'herefore they also askec! for a New World 

Irrfomation Order. 

The Ullitecl States managed the intemational system· as 

Britain and France had done before the second world war. The 

structure of international economic institution bad been 

profouadly influeoced by it ,_a undoadtedly it favoured_ 

the eeonaaic predominance of the us. The dollar ruled the 

world. Yet the inclustrially ad'f'anced western countries and 

J~n shared the eecmauic benefits. 'l'~e American dominance 

of the infoEmation order was much more. And there are few 
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to share it. 'l'herefore, the denand for a new order whether 

it be of economic order or of infoJ:'IDatlon order, the u • .s. was 

affected most. It therefore is also the one which resists 

aDY such dEmand moze vigorously than others. 

'!'he d.-ad for a new infozmation order evolved first 

through non-aliglled:C()nferences and then through the foJ:UD o~ 

the tJllssco Conferences. The :t.Di~ial response of the u.s. was 

to 1asis1; on free flow of J.DfoJ:D~Btion. The position it took

~s an outgrowth of its own historic experience, necessitated 

by its awn socia.l and political sys~an as enbodied in tbe First 

Amendmellt. But free flow of iDformation also meant for tbe 

u.:s. media and business, enoz:mous p~fit. Xts ideological 

position and profit motive blended together so well that it 

was not possible to distillguisb one from the other. But the 

Third •orld saw it differently. 

These countries aJ:gued that •free flow• masked the reality 

of a one-way flow lll'hich benefited the u.~. aJtCI other advanced 

nations. The.r co~ntended that the American daninance in economics 

was re:t.Dforced b,y a.Clvantages in infoz:mation. In effect, 'they 

interrelated the order in the world economic system to tbe order 

1D the world infomation systen. They concloiled _that the 

struggle of the developiDg countries to achieve refotm in the 

economic field should be supplenented and extsded by their 

atdeavours to change the existing •world n•s systan• • 
I . 
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The Third World zealizeci that the one way flow of goods 

and infoxmation had increased their dEP!ndence on the advanced 

nations, particularly the UDitecl .States. The eeon~ and 

iDformational disparities that existed between the developed 

and developing nations increased their tad_,eD<lEDce. The 

gr:cwillg awareness of their dependence moved the Third World 

to attanpt the zedressal of the disequilibria that exist. 

The thrust of their er it1c isms focuss ea on the unmistakable 

lead of the u.s. in communication. '.l'be u.s. was the principal 

source of technology. M>reover, its media _were global in their 

opeEetions. They sbowed a remarkable penetration into the 

Third World. Rot only did they have financial stakes in over

seas markets, they also exerted considerable influence over the 

social and political oraer of the developing comtries. 

%11 the Third World •s view, this meant <:=ulblral depen

dence and coal4 lead to the loss of their own cultural int:e

grity. They ·stressed the fact tbat major porStion of the news 

flow was fran the developed to the developiDg nations. AP, 

UPX, agw ,.oJ:k ~. News ;service and lflshington Post - Los -
6Dael.es zimes Netrs services of America bed subscribers all 

over tbe world and cam:nanded a la~:ge share of the world madtet. 
' u.a. motion films occupied fifty per cent of the screening time 

{iii~ 

of the free world though the production was only $ per cent 
1\ 

of _the total number of films 'Prcduced in the world. Musta,pba 

Masmoudi, the Tunisian Seeretar:y of .State for :tnfozmation and 
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a permanent delegate to the tJNESCO .pointed out that 22 Of . 
the world's Z7 ad~tising agencies were either wholly or 

partly American. While these factors enhanced the u .. s. 
preeminence in economtc field, it made the '!'bird World vul

ner:able to the basin~s culture of •consumerism" of the u.s. 

economy. -rhe products ·of Malt il'lational Cozporations were 

marketed moxe easily and tbe media enhanced their hold over 

other econanies. 

Moreover, ~he clependeoce on the u.s. satellite commu.ni

cat1on technology 'WOuld pose a direct threat to •national 

sovereignty• of the reciPiat countries. 'l'hese (:anplaints 

wer~ embodiea in the 'l'hird world's call for a nar and •more 

just• information order based on •free and balanced flow• 

of iDfo~.mation. 

'!'he Tbird World countries used the UN'SSCC) as a11 instra-

, ment to articulate their danaDds. 'l'he organization, from its 

incEPtion, had promoted the free flow of ideas through the mass 

media as a means for better UDderstanding. 

However, by the seventies the 'l'h ird World countries 

ezps:essed t:heir gxowing concern over the undue de,pendenee of 

the develop:lng countries over the ~esterll. c~ication models 

and infomation. 'l'bis was reflected by the increasing. urgency 

with which the issue was discussed by the non~J.igned countries 

in the general conferences of the UNBSCO. 'I'he non-aligned 
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states particularly stressed the point that mass colilltunications 

b>th at national and intemational level reflected the power 

stmctl#e of the milieu in which it functioned. Xnfluence 

over or control of the institutions of communications such as, 

the me:lia, was enhancing the dOJQtnance of a far. 

The UNESCO subsequeatly passed the demand for a new 

1nf~rmati01'l order and the Mass Media Decl~ration 1n 1978. 

From the •free flow" the emphasis shifted to a .. free and 

balanced flow•. The organization •s changed overtones can 

be taken as revealing the strength of the opinion of the 

Third World. 

, The u.s. opposed the role of the UNESCO_ end the call 

for a new world information order. _The dominating concern was 

over the continued undemining or invalidation. of Article 19 

of the tm Decl:-aration of Human Rights, which allowed free:iom 

of information and expression. Further, the u.s. was also 

conce111ed _with the increasing ~proehement or parallelism 

between the viewpoints on and aims of, the cOlmlunication 

policies of the developing countries and the socialist coun

tries. In fact, t:be u.s. perception of the challenges to the 

free flow tended to attribute most of the changed atmosphere 

to the Deeds of authoritarian govertmlents to shield the :lr 

people from '\:he truth in order to perpetuate their rule. 

However, such a con~tion cUd not explain the differences 

between the u.s. and smaller western nations. It also over-
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• 
looked the fact that most countries of the world haw deep 

and boaest differEilCes with the u.s. regarding the appr:opriate 

domest:lc and intemational r:ole of mass media. In effect 

then, the u.s. bad to UDderstaJld that the new trend in infor

mation issues was not always motivated by •doctrinaire anti

liberalism•. 

As the debate continued on the :new order, one can 

discern a gradual understanding of the complexities involved 

by the u.s. government. l:t perceived that iD an increasingly 

interd~ndEI'lt world, its long term national interests would 

be bette:" served by cooperation with other_ nations rather than 

by_ opposing than. l:t also conceded the Third World grievances 

with regard to the imbalances that exist as legit:lmate. 

Further, it perceived the need to bring the disadvantaged 

groups 1Dto the mainstream of developm~t actions and benefits 

as the disparities between the Borth and ,South was emerging 

as a centxal issue iD international debates. It rearticulatsd 

its c<:mmitment to enhance the coiiiDUDicat:iDn CaPabilities of 

poor countries through the UNESCO. 

But the u.-.s. media continued to oppose the new-_ order 

and the role of the O'J.'ISSCQ. The ~:~eason is easily distingui

shable. The media would be affected most if contJ;Ol were to 

be exercised in place of free flow. It bad substantial stakes 

in foreign markets by way of investmmt, income and 1Dfluence • 

Even domestically, a sanction <from an UN agency tbougb not 
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binding, could be a dangerous precedent for government 

interference. Noted journalists like ',l'om Wicker of the 

Ia[ York 'AJDH, Rossnary Righter of ~undav 'l'im!.i (London) 

and others repeatedly pointed to the Western nations that 

the call to curb 'the free flow of infoxmation would mean 

~nsion of authoritarian ideas and practices to the develop

ing world and world society in general. The. media also 

vehEillently _criticised the role the mmsco was playing. l'bst 

media men cla:lm~d that tbe organization was seeking to play 

the role of a supra-llational ageftcy whj.ch would she4>e the 

media policies of V#ious .countries, a s:ole for which it was 

•111 suitea• and unnecessary. 

Vigoa:oas opposii;:ion fran the media not withstandiD.g, 
. . 

the u.s. gover:mnent has cont:lnued an overall policy of coopera-

tion. Howewr, it bas reflected the meQia concerns by opposing 

any definition of a code of ethics for jouxnalists or any fom 

of control over the media. One can conclude that the u.s. has 

realized that, on the one band, contiDued total oppositiQn 

could well mean exclusion from the Third Wor'-d· If so, tbe 
' 

loss would be eoao.ous. On the other, a policy of c:ooperatwn 
I 

would provide sane scope for the u ~· to iDfluence the course 

of the developmm t of the new order. 

The crisis is f~ from being over. It is in the interest 

of the Third World that the new order be m:>re equitable so as to 
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redress the existing imbalances. But to rectify the inequi

ties, there should develcp cooperation among the developing · 

nations themselves. A start has been made by the establ isb

ment of the Non-Aligned Press Pool. However, they should also 

COJ;lcentrate on devel.opmet of communication infrastructures 

through regional cooperation. At the same tine, cooperat:iCD 

from advanced nations can be sought to b11ild QP their own 

resouxees. 

Xn an iDereasingly interdependent world, American 

desire to understand and aecomodate these interests will be 

crucially important in any· attanpt_ to move beyond current 

crisis in :lnfoxmation. 'l'he Americans cannot Ea;Pect their 

pJ:Ofessed values of free speech and cultural diversity to 

have credibility internatiODally unless American policies 

. show firm support for new canplementary canmun:ication channels 

which carry news c;t1d infoxmation as seen t:brougb others eyes. 

xn the long term, the denocrat:ic values Americans cherJ.sh, 

will have the greatest s~vival not only by free access to 

American ideas but by removing imped~ents in the American 

access to foreign ideas. Xn short, it is in interest of all 

concerned to promote a just and equitable 1nfo!Jil8tion order 

which serves. the purpose of cross-cultUral understanding in 

a multi-polar world. 



AppEildiX I 

Chronology of Selected Bvents in Various 
International Fora 

----------1~9~18~----~~8~0------·-----------
This chronology denonstrates the progz:ession, increasing 

frequEilcy and iDter-relatedDess of ilqportant meetings involving 

the world ·x~omation Order• in tlle •Jor international foraa 

tftlited Rations ( 0!1); UISJBSCO: ITO and the Ron-Aligned Movement 

(NAM) • 

1948 - UN CC)Jlfereace on Freedaa of Information (Geneva). 

- uN General Assembly adopts universal DeclaRtiem of 
Human Rights (not legally bindillg). Article 19 
a£ fims f r~dom 9f opinion and elCPX'ession. -

1955 - Asian-African COnference (Bandung, Indonesia). BegiDD-
1119 of Ron-Aligned MovanE!Ilt, i.Di tially composed of 29 
nations. 

1959 - First General World Administrative Radio Conference 
(WARC) • 

- UN Canmittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
( COPUOs) established to study problems arising from 
outer~space activiti~. 

1966 - UN GEI'leral Assembly adopts International covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights. Articles 19 and 20 
reaffixm and upend rights of freedom of ~ression 
and opinion (legally binding) • 

1967 - oUter Space 'l'reaty adopted unan~~ously by UN Genexal 
Assembly; basis for Outer Space Law. 

1969 - Meeting on ON COPUOS debates on direct bz:oadcast 
satellites (DB5) begin. 

- tJB Ad Hoc Woioking GJ:'Oup on :DBS formed by COPUOS to 
consider legal, teclmical and political aspects of 
DBS. 

- tJNESCO Meeting of BlCPerts em Mass Communications and 
.SOciety U.,ntreal): First mention of "two-waya or 
"balance circulation" of news. 
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1970 - 16th UNBSCO General Conference; authorization to , 
0 belp manber states in the foJ:mulation of their 
communication policies•. 

- 3rd Non-Aligned Sammit (Lusaka, Zanlbial. Concem 
~ressed regarding the sovereign rights of nations 
ovec their natural resources. 

1971 - special WARC on &pace Conmunication. Def tnition of 
broadcasting satellite services established, allocation 
of suitable frequency bands, pr:Sncjple of equal riqhts 
in the frequency band for radio space ccmmunication 
services established. 

1972 - ON General Assembly directs COPUO$ to study matter of 
legal implica1;.1ons of remote sensing of the Barth. 

- USat introduces re$olution to UN General A_ssembly 
calling for elaboration of princjpl.es governing DB&: 
xesolution aPProved 102a 1, tJNGA calls 'QPOD COPUOS 
to study and ·formulate princ:i.ples tp govern DBS. . " 

- USSR introduces resolution to UN GeDeral Assanbly 
callillg fOJ: ela})oration of principles governing DBS; 
resolution ~provedr US alone 0 nay vote". UN General 
AssEmbly calls 'QPOD COPUOS to study and fozmulate 
principles to _govern 1)83. 

17th :UNBSCO General ConfEtt"eDCe (Paris) • USSR Calls 
for declaration of principles to govern_DBS. Call for 
Director-GEDeral to formulate 0 fundamEI'ltal principles 
goveming the use of Plass media and With a View to 
strengthen peace and understanding and combating war 
propaganda, racialism andcpcu:theid" (J:eferred to as 
11mass media draft declaratians"). 

1973 - OUR su'bnits list of principles to regulate renote
sensiDg activitie41 to the ON General AssemblY• 

-
1974 -

4th NOn-Aligned SU!Imit (Algiers) • First reference to 
•social and cultural imperialism• thmugh canmanication 
and call for action in field of mass communications • 

. 
Three draft lists of principles governing remote-sensing 
of the Earth by satellite (US; Brazil....Argentina; USSR
France) subnitted to COPUOS reflecting varying posi-
tions. · 

- (July) First draft of -"mass media· draft declarat'ion• 
discussed at UNESCO Meeting of Non-governmental experts 
(Paris). 
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18th UNESCO General Conference (Paris). llesolution 
subnittea for· practical action to strengthen and 
~and canrmmication capabilities in the third world 
to help correct imbalances. · "Mass media draft dec
laration" t:abled for further considemtion. 

- .Special WARC on Maritime .Services. "First-come;£ trst
serve" principle given no precedence for the first 
tJme. 

197 5 - (January) 'l'ANJOG begins Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool 
transmission. 

- (.February). Becotu1 Ad Hoc Working Gl:oup on DBS set QP 
by COPUOS to elaborate pr inc j,ples govern 1ng DBS. 

"' • (August) 5th Conference of Foreign MJ,nisters of Non-
Aligned Rations (Lima). Resolution to staJport N• 
Agencies Pool. 

- (·Augu~) Final Act of the Conference on .Security and 
cooperation in Europe approved (Helsinki). Basket III 
contains articles pertaining to information exchange 
and human contacts in reeognitiOil of the need for 
mutual exchange of ibfo:ana tion aBDng people. 

1.976 - (MaJ:Cb) Non....Aligned SymposilSn on ~~oma~ion· (Tunis). 

- (May) In speech before UNC'l'AD Meeting Utairobi) secre
tary of State Kissinger offers assistance in· developing 
third world com~nications ·capabilities• 

- (July) UNEScO Meeting of· Inter-Governmental ElQ;)8rts 
meets (Paris). "Mass media draft declaration• approved 
and placed on agen4a of 19th UNESCO General conference~ 

- (July) UNICO-sponsored :tnter-Governmental Conference on 
Conmunications Policies in Latin America and the Cari
bbean meets (Costa R:it:a). controversies over "one-way 
flow", call for •balanced flow• and regional news 
~c~a. . 

- (July) Minister:lai Con£erenee of Non-Aligned Nations 
(N till Delhi) • Coordillating Committee fotmed to improve 
methods and communications facilities for non-aligned 
nations. 

. -
- (July) First session of Non-Aligned Agencies Pool Coor

dinating Committee (New Delhi) • New Delhi Declaration 
adopted. Committee of el!;Perts fonned to study tele-' 
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canmunicetiorss facilities and the possibility of 
cooperation in the field of satellite and space 
coumul'lication. 

- (August) 5th Non-Aligned Sul'Dmit (Colqnbo, ari Lanka). 
Declaration of New Delhi Ministerial Conference endor
sed. Foz:mal ratification of News Agmcies Pool 
Constitution. Resolution adopted calling for a 
•new international informe'ltion order,. as vital to a 
"new international economic order" • 

~ 

19th UNESCO General coiiferEDCe (Naiz:obi). us pledges 
to assist TbiJ:d world nati.ons in developing their mass 
media capabilities and. to develop programs to int>rove 
third world conauni~tions capabilities. .Support for 
assistance to Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool ·approved. 
Decision on "mass ·media draft declaration" deferred. 

- AgreemEil t' reached in Legal Subcommittee of COPUOS on 
several draft principles on DBS though continuing 
debate over relationship between smd:ing and xeceiving 
state. 

1977 - · (J'al1uary) Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool CoOrdinating· 
Conmittee meets (Cairo). UNE~co participates as an 
observer. 

- (Januaz:y-Febxuary) First meeting of Inter..Governmaatal 
coord:inating council on Information and Mass Media of 
Non-Aligned <:o1mtries (Tunis). 

(February) Special WARe on Direct BrQadcast :Satellite 
in the GHz badd (Geneva). Orbit plan for danestic 
satellite TV adopt~ for Europe, Asi.a and Africa. 

(April) UNESCO International Colloquim of Journalists 
(Florence). Dis.cussion of "one-way flow••. 

- (:october) First Conference of Radio and Television 
Organizations of Non-Aligned Nations (Saraje'4o, Yugo
slavia). Equal access and equitable distribution of 
technology stxessed as pr~requiaites for a balanced 
flow of info~ation. 

- (:Oecenber) First meeting of International corrmission 
for the ~tudy of Communications ProblEill (Paris) ( 16-
member non-governmental CanmissiGn headed by .Sean 
MacBr:t4e ) • Purpose: to helP resolve outstanding 
"Dlfol.'mation order" issues,. 
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1978 - (February-March) Special WARC revises frequency 
distribution Plan for aeronautical Jll)bile service. 

1979 

(April) Coordinating Conmi ttee meeting of Non-Aligned 
News Ager1cies Pool (Jakarta) • Discussion of regional 
distri'bo.tion centers, communication training programs 
and definition of ne\>TS to confom to needs of deve
loping countries. UNESCO partici,petes and offers 
assistance. 

- (April) Xnter..Goveraneotal conferenCE! for the Coordi-. 
nation of Infomation of the Ron-Aligned Movement 
meets (Havana) to organize and dissaninate non-aligned 
positions. 

- (April) REPresentative& of major news agencies and 
their Third world counter:parts meet (:stockholm) to 
discuss infrastructure of news suppliers. ·Conflict 
~t'w:een concepts of •free flow" of information· and 
national sovereignty. Meeting sponsored by tmESCO 
International Colmlission for the .Study of camnunications 
Problems. · 

- (July) Meeting of Foreign Ministers ·of Non-Afigned 
Nations (Belgrade) • De£ inition of non-aligned ques
tioned. CUba· challenged a• a non-aligned nation. 

- (August-'Septanber) UNDP ConfereDce on Technical 
Cooperation Among Developing Countries ('l'CDC) 
(Buenos Aires) •. 

20th t1N£SCO General Conference (Paris) adopted by 
consEDsus revised draft (Declaration on FundaJD.eDtal 
PrinciPles Governing the Contribution (note: •use" 
changed to contribution in ~yised dxaft) of the 
Mass Media to stxengthening and. to. canbatting war . 
propaganda, Racialism and Apartheid. According to 
u ..s. Ambassador to tJNE.sco Con£ erence, John Reinhardt, 
three main poihts of the resolution area it endorses 
the principle of free flow of infoJ:mation, it does 
not endOrse government control of the media and it 
ensures journalists and r~orters the "best conditions 
for excez:cising their profession". 

- (Mid-year) ·xnterim Report presented to the UNESCO 
Director-General by the :International Commission for 
the Study of Camnunieation Problans. 

(.SEPtembec) 6th Non-aligned 3umm1 t held (Havana) • 
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·- (Oct.ol>«-uovember) First WARC held after 1959 . 
uEqual access" to replace '*first come first· served" 

;in I'l'U'. 

1980 - (October) 21st General Conference of UNESCO· was 
held at Belgrade. The Iftternaticnal Cc:mnittee for 
the.stQay of Communication Problems sUbmitted its 
final rEPot't. u~s. 1nit:lates International Program 
for Development of commu.n:J.cetlO!l (IPDC) 

Source r 
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